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Conspiracy theories are an important part of what the RAND Corporation refers to as *Truth Decay*—a shift in public discourse away from facts and analysis caused by four interrelated drivers:

1. an increasing disagreement about facts and analytical interpretations of facts and data
2. a blurring of the line between opinion and fact
3. an increasing relative volume, and resulting influence, of opinion and personal experience over fact
4. a declining trust in formerly respected sources of factual information.

Conspiracy theories reflect both a move away from factual truth and declining trust in factual sources, replacing trustworthy information with untrustworthy information. Social media has made information, including conspiracy theories, easy to share across the global communications network.

Social media platforms are concerned about malicious or harmful uses of their services, and as part of their effort to combat harmful content on their platforms, Google’s Jigsaw unit asked our RAND research team to help answer a difficult question: How can we better detect the spread of conspiracy theories at scale? The scale of text on the internet is so vast that even large teams of humans can detect or flag only a fraction of harmful or malicious conspiracy theory language. Only machines can operate at that speed and scale. Jigsaw leaders fur-

---

1 Jigsaw seeks to address technology threats and innovate for safer digital technologies.
ther understood that tackling this issue is more than just an engineering challenge. Because the spread of conspiracy theories is a socio-cultural problem, they wanted more than a black box and asked whether we could advance machine-learning (ML) applications to provide additional insight: How do online conspiracies function linguistically and rhetorically?

The ability to detect a variety of conspiracy theories at scale while understanding their functional and persuasive features is an important step in addressing the problem through evidence-based interventions. Given not only the harm posed by existing conspiracy theories, but also the proliferation of new ones—for example, that anti-fascist activists in the Antifa movement started fires in Oregon in summer 2020—we feel this report is both timely and urgent.

Research Approach

Our research team mixed ML and qualitative research to better understand and detect online conspiracy talk by using the following methods:

- The first part of the study was a review of existing scholarly literature on conspiracy theories, followed by a text-mining analysis to try to understand how various conspiracies function rhetorically.
- The second part of the study was building improved ML models to detect conspiracy theories at scale.

Four Conspiracy Theories

For the research used in this report, we pulled data from Twitter that characterized four separate conspiracy theories about the existence of alien visitation, the danger of vaccinations, the origin of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), and the possibility of white genocide (WG). The alien visitation conspiracy theory offered a contrast to the others; it provides an example of an ideology that appears relatively benign.
Understanding How Conspiracy Theories Work
To better understand how conspiracy theories function, we first conducted a literature review to capture the state of knowledge on this topic. We then conducted a mixed-method analysis of online conspiracy theory language, using computer text-mining to detect patterns in our conspiracy theory data sets along with human qualitative analysis to make sense of how those patterns function persuasively.

For this effort, we used the stance analysis capabilities in RAND-Lex. Stance analysis is a text-mining approach used to determine how speakers represent the world linguistically—the style and tone that point to the sociocultural part of language. One example is certainty: a writer could choose to use hedging language (“I think,” “maybe,” “it’s possible that”) or to use epistemic certainty markers (“we know,” “it has been shown,” “there is”). Those are representational choices that speakers make in attempting to achieve social effects (such as persuasion) within cultural contexts (such as genre and setting).

Improving ML Detection Through Hybrid Modeling
Second, we built an ML model that would detect a variety of conspiracy theories. We innovated by creating a hybrid model that combined word embedding (semantic content) with linguistic stance (rhetorical dimensions). ML has already made great progress in recognizing the semantic content of text—for example, automatically detecting whether an article is about sports, hobbies, or world events. Word embeddings using a deep neural network (DNN) are an example of a powerful way to classify documents (one that accounts for words as they appear in context) and thus do a very good job of capturing the semantic meaning of documents.

To capture stance in our model, we operationalized a taxonomy of rhetorical functions of language originally developed at Carnegie

---

2 RAND-Lex is RAND’s proprietary text and social media analysis software platform. It is a scalable, cloud-based analytics suite with network analytics and visualizations, a variety of text-mining methods, and ML approaches.

3 Classifying documents refers to assigning documents or text to a human-established set of classes. Also called human-supervised learning, this might, for example, mean inserting examples of threatening language, angry-but-not-threatening language, and neutral language into an ML model and then teaching the model to classify new documents into one of those classes.
Mellon University. We have used stance by itself in previous modeling efforts and gotten good results—for example, when detecting Russian interference in elections solely through rhetorical style.

This hybrid modeling effort is important for two reasons. First, although ML is getting better all the time at recognizing text content, recognizing rhetorical dimensions has been challenging. It is one thing to identify an anti-vaccination topic; it is a very different thing for a machine to interpret the conspiratorial dimension of anti-vaccination talk, and the latter angle is critical if we want to distinguish between talk that promotes conspiracy theories and talk that opposes or simply addresses them. The second reason that hybrid modeling is important is that DNN models, although powerful and useful, are also black boxes. Stance in this context has an interpretable representation and is not so high-dimensional that it cannot be looked at by humans. Thus, a hybrid model using DNN’s semantic capability combined with stance would allow us to rank the importance of different rhetorical features and thus better understand how various conspiracy theories function rhetorically.

**Hybrid Models: Dramatic Improvements in Performance Plus Insight**

Our modeling effort was successful. We saw overall improvements in detecting conspiracy theory topics and dramatic improvements in discerning genuinely conspiratorial content within conspiracy topics. Furthermore, because we could output how the model weighted different stance features, we gained valuable insight regarding how various conspiracy theories function rhetorically. For example, we found that matters of public virtue, such as health and safety, were the most-important features that our model used for predicting anti-vaccination talk. Combined with our literature review, that sort of insight allowed us to develop possible interventions to help mitigate harm from online conspiracy talk.
Key Insights from Our Modeling Effort

We found that a hybrid approach to modeling conspiracy theory language worked well and offers several benefits over other current approaches. One important benefit is that a hybrid approach of stance and deep neural network word embeddings (e.g., Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers [BERT]) appears to function as an out-of-the-box way to inductively capture genre features, obviating the need for specialized training for generic pretrained models, such as BERT. Another benefit is that adding stance allows us to create models that are more interpretable and to better understand the degree to which semantic content (the BERT portion) and the various stance features contribute to classification. This interpretability is critical for such tasks as dealing with conspiracy theory language, in which insight is as important as performance. Finally, hybrid modeling drastically reduced false positive rates, generally cutting them in half. We think this is very important from the perspective of social media platforms that wish to avoid flagging or moderating nonharmful content.

Policy Recommendations for Mitigating the Spread of and Harm from Conspiracy Theories

We found that our novel hybrid approach to ML could both improve performance and provide new insights regarding how online conspiracy theories function. By combining powerful existing ML approaches (BERT) with domain knowledge from linguistics and rhetorical studies (stance), we were able to advance practice specifically in the detection of conspiracy language with implications broadly for ML classification of documents that are marked more by sociocultural meaning than semantic content.

This innovation was the direct result of Google’s Jigsaw unit framing the problem not simply as a technical challenge but as a sociocultural one that required a holistic approach. We think this sort of openness to improving ML through the creative use of insights from social science and domain experts is important as we confront the scale
of difficulty in countering conspiracy theories specifically and Truth Decay more broadly. We hope that other social media platforms will follow suit and embrace creative approaches to sociocultural problems that go beyond purely technical solutions.

In addition to the practical output of an improved ML model to detect conspiracy theories, we also synthesized the model outputs of our effort with best practices derived from existing research literature. Understanding the rhetorical function of harmful conspiracy theories can inform evidence-based interventions that reduce adherence to and spread of these theories. We close out our report with recommendations for mitigating the spread and harm from online conspiracy theories.

**Transparent and Empathetic Engagement with Conspiracists**

The open nature of social media offers numerous opportunities to engage with conspiracy theorists. These engagements should not aggravate or provoke adherents: Instead of confrontation, it might be more effective to engage transparently with conspiracists and express sensitivity. Public health communicators recommend engagements that communicate in an open and evidence-informed way—creating safe spaces to encourage dialogue, fostering community partnerships, and countering misinformation with care. Validating the emotional concerns of participants, in particular, could encourage productive dialogue.

An additional technique beyond flagging specific conspiracy content is *facilitated dialogue*, in which a third party facilitates communication (either in person or apart) between conflict parties (Froude and Zanchelli, 2017). This approach could improve communication between authoritative communities (such as doctors or government leaders) and conspiracy communities. Facilitated dialogues could also be carried out at lower levels in the form of facilitated discussions that acknowledge fears and address feelings of existential threat for the participants.

**Providing Corrections to Conspiracy-Related False News**

One possible intervention for public health practitioners is to correct instances of misinformation using such tools as real-time corrections, crowdsourced fact-checking, and algorithmic tagging. In populations
that hold preexisting conspiratorial views, the evidence for the effectiveness of corrections is mixed; however, results are consistently positive in studies investigating corrections of health-related misinformation in general populations.

Overall, the weight of the evidence appears to support such corrections. In addition, efforts to correct misperceptions in conspiracy-prone populations should follow the advice of public health practitioners and do so in the empathetic manner we have recommended. These efforts should be conducted in a manner that is transparent and sensitive to the concerns of conspiracy-prone audiences.

**Engagement with Moderate Members of Conspiracy Groups**

Conspiracists have their own experts on whom they lean to support and strengthen their views, and their reliance on these experts might limit the impact of formal outreach by public health professionals. Our review of the literature shows that one alternative approach could be to direct outreach toward moderate members of those groups who could, in turn, exert influence on the broader community. Commercial marketing programs use a similar approach when they engage social media influencers (or *brand ambassadors*), who can then credibly communicate advantages of a commercial brand to their own audiences on social media.\(^4\) This approach is supported by academic research suggesting that people are more influenced by their social circles than mass communication (Guidry et al., 2015). For example, it might be possible to convey key messages to those who are only “vaccine hesitant,” and these individuals might, in turn, relay such messages to those on anti-vaccination social media channels.\(^5\) Similarly, religious or political leaders or political pundits who harbor moderate views could influence WG members.

---

\(^4\) Influencer engagement programs have also been recommended as a strategy to counter violent extremism (Helmus and Bodine-Baron, 2017).

\(^5\) Some have not yet decided to commit to the anti-vaccine cause, others opt for some but not all vaccines, and still others prefer administering vaccines in a more gradual schedule than the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends.
Fears and Existential Threats
Underlying fears in the anti-vaccination and WG groups appear to powerfully motivate both groups. For anti-vaccination advocates, the fear rests on concerns regarding vaccine safety; for those concerned about WG, that fear rests on a belief in the (perceived) existential threat to the white race. To the extent that interventions can address such fears, they might be able to limit the potential societal harms caused by both groups. Efforts that target those who are vaccine hesitant, for example, could seek to understand concerns regarding vaccine safety and address those concerns by highlighting research on vaccine safety, the rigorous methods used in vaccine safety trials, or the alternative dangers that await those who are not vaccinated. For those concerned about WG, given the finding that some conspiracists are willing to engage in rational debate and that successful persuasion requires using the intended audience’s values rather than the speaker’s values (Marcellino, 2015), it might be more persuasive and effective to address claims that minorities will annihilate whites than to attempt to promote themes of racial equality.
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<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>deep neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Matthews Correlation Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>machine learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>Rectified Linear Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>white genocide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Introduction: Detecting and Understanding Online Conspiracy Language

Conspiracy theories are an important part of what the RAND Corporation refers to as *Truth Decay*—a shift in public discourse away from facts and analysis caused by four interrelated drivers:

1. an increasing disagreement about facts and analytical interpretations of facts and data
2. a blurring of the line between opinion and fact
3. an increasing relative volume, and resulting influence, of opinion and personal experience over fact
4. a declining trust in formerly respected sources of factual information (Kavanagh and Rich, 2018, p. 3).

Conspiracy theories reflect both a move away from factual truth and declining trust in factual sources, replacing trustworthy information with untrustworthy information. Furthermore, the content of conspiracy theories can be inherently harmful and malicious. Anti-vaccination conspiracy theories threaten public health (André, 2003; Walker and Maltezou, 2014), and conspiracy theories that postulate a white genocide (WG) contribute to ethnically motivated violent extremism (Moses, 2019). Beyond broad public harm, conspiracy theories can contribute to acute individual harm, such as dehumanizing others along (perceived) racial and religious lines (Jolley, Meleady, and Douglas, 2020).

Social media has made information, including conspiracy theories, easy to share across the global communications network, and
social media platforms are concerned about malicious or harmful uses of their services. As part of its effort to combat harmful content on its platforms, Google’s Jigsaw unit asked our RAND research team to help answer a difficult question: How can we better detect conspiracy theories at scale? It is not difficult for a human reader to see how an individual social media post or blog supports a conspiracy theory because humans bring lots of contextual knowledge to bear on text. But the scale of text on the internet is so vast that even large teams of humans can detect or flag only a fraction of harmful or malicious conspiracy theory language. Only machines can operate at that speed and scale. Furthermore, Jigsaw leaders understood that this is not just an engineering challenge. Because this is a sociocultural problem, they wanted more than a black box and asked whether we could advance machine-learning (ML) applications to also provide insight: How do online conspiracies function linguistically and rhetorically? The ability to detect a variety of conspiracy theories at scale while understanding their functional and persuasive features is an important step in addressing the problem through evidence-based interventions. Given not only the harm posed by existing conspiracy theories but also the proliferation of new theories—for example, that anti-fascist activists in the Antifa movement started fires in Oregon in summer 2020—we feel this report is both timely and urgent.

Research Approach

Our team mixed ML and qualitative research to better understand and detect online conspiracy talk. Part of the study was a review of existing literature to try to understand how various conspiracies function rhetorically. The other part of the study was building improved ML models to detect conspiracy theories at scale.

---

1 Jigsaw seeks to address technology threats and innovate for safer digital technologies.
2 For example, see O’Sullivan and Toropin (2020).
Four Separate Conspiracy Theories

For the research used in this report, we pulled data from Twitter that characterized four separate conspiracy theories. We specifically selected conspiracy theories about the existence of alien visitation, the danger of vaccinations, the origin of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), and the possibility of WG. The alien visitation conspiracy theory offered a contrast to the others, providing an example of an ideology that appears relatively benign. We selected the topics of anti-vaccination and WG because of the risk of social and physical harm that could result from adoption and spread of these conspiracies. This reasoning also applies to COVID-19 conspiracies; the pandemic was at its height at the time of our study.

Using Text Analytics to Understand How Conspiracy Theories Work

We first conducted a literature review and analyzed the text that accompanied the conspiracy Tweets in our data set. Our goals were to capture the state of knowledge on conspiracy theories and to better understand the conspiracy theory content on Twitter. To accomplish the former, we conducted a structured review of scholarly research on conspiracy theories with a focus on interventions. To accomplish the latter, we used computer text-mining to detect patterns in our conspiracy theory data sets, along with human qualitative analysis to make sense of how those patterns function persuasively. For this effort, we used the stance analysis capabilities in RAND-Lex. Stance analysis is a text-mining approach to understanding how speakers represent the world linguistically—the style and tone that points to the sociocultural part of language. One example is certainty: a writer could choose to use hedging language ("I think," “maybe,” “it’s possible that”) or instead use epistemic certainty markers (“we know,” “it has been shown,” “there is”). Those are representational choices that speakers make in trying to achieve social effects (such as persuasion) within cultural con-

---

3 RAND-Lex is RAND’s proprietary text and social media analysis software platform. It is a scalable, cloud-based analytics suite with network analytics and visualizations, a variety of text-mining methods, and ML approaches.
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texts (such as genre and setting). The full list of 119 stance categories,
along with definitions and examples, can be found in Appendix A.

**Improving ML Detection Through Hybrid Modeling**
Second, we sought to build an ML model that would detect a variety of conspiracy theories. In particular, we hoped to create an innovative hybrid model combining word embedding (semantic content) with linguistic stance (rhetorical dimensions). ML has already made great progress in recognizing the semantic content of text (for example, automatically detecting whether an article is about sports, hobbies, or world events). Word embeddings using a deep neural network (DNN) are an example of a powerful existing way to classify documents (one that accounts for words as they appear in context) and thus do a very good job of capturing the semantic meaning of documents. The word-embedding model we chose to use, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (introduced by Google in 2018), is a powerful representation of language. BERT provided a good foundation for our attempt to boost performance through the addition of theoretical knowledge about how language functions rhetorically using stance. To capture stance in our model, we operationalized a taxonomy of rhetorical functions of language originally developed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). We have used stance by itself in previous modeling efforts and gotten good results—for example, detecting Russian interference in elections solely through rhetorical style.5

This hybrid modeling effort is important for two reasons. First, although ML is getting better all the time at recognizing text content, recognizing rhetorical dimensions has been challenging. It is one thing to identify an anti-vaccination topic; it is a very different thing for a machine to interpret the conspiratorial dimension of anti-vaccination talk, and the latter angle is critical if we want to distinguish between

---

4 *Classifying documents* refers to assigning documents or text to a human-established set of classes. Also called *human-supervised learning*, this might, for example, mean inserting examples of threatening language, angry-but-not-threatening language, and neutral language into an ML model and then teaching the model to classify new documents into one of those classes.

5 For more on the stance taxonomy, see Ringler, Klebanov, and Kaufer (2018). For prior use of stance in modeling, see Marcellino et al. (2020).
Introduction: Detecting and Understanding Online Conspiracy Language

Detecting and understanding online conspiracy language is a challenging task because it involves distinguishing between talk that promotes conspiracy theories and talk that opposes or simply addresses them. The second reason that hybrid modeling is important is that DNN models, although incredibly powerful and useful, are also black boxes. Stance in this context has an interpretable representation and is not so high-dimensional that it cannot be looked at by humans. Thus, a hybrid model using DNN’s semantic capability combined with stance would allow us to rank how important different rhetorical features are in the model, and thus better understand how various conspiracy theories function rhetorically.

Hybrid Models: Dramatic Improvements in Performance Plus Insight

Our modeling effort was successful. We saw overall improvements in detecting conspiracy theory topics, and dramatic improvements in discerning genuinely conspiratorial content within conspiracy topics. We explain the modeling efforts in detail in Chapter Two. (A more technical explanation aimed at data scientists is provided in Appendix A.) Furthermore, because we could output how the model weighted different stance features, we gained valuable insight regarding how various conspiracy theories function rhetorically. For example, we found that matters of public virtue, such as health and safety, were the most important features that our model used for predicting anti-vaccination talk. Combined with our literature review, that sort of insight allowed us to develop possible interventions to help mitigate harm from online conspiracy talk. We discuss this effort in Chapter Three (with technical details provided in Appendix B). Finally, we summarize our efforts and offer both policy and technical recommendations in Chapter Four.

---

6 For our purposes in this study, it is useful to distinguish between semantic and rhetorical dimensions to words and phrases. All lexical items or bundles have semantic (informational) content, and they can all have a rhetorical (pragmatic) function. For example, **health** and **public safety** are words or phrases with semantic content, pointing to specific concepts. But they can also be grouped in a rhetorical taxonomy under **public virtues**—things that are desirable in the public sphere—as opposed to **public vices**, such as **pandemics** or **racial injustice**.
In this chapter, we provide a review of scientific literature on conspiracy theories and social media. In addition, we provide a qualitative analysis of the content of the four key conspiracy groups studied in Chapter Three, which we have labeled alien visitation, anti-vaccination, COVID-19, and WG.

**Literature Review**

We first conducted a systematic review of the literature on conspiracy theories and social media as a way of placing the results of our quantitative analysis in proper context. *Systematic reviews* are review papers that use systematic methods to collect individual published studies and analyze and synthesize the findings of those papers. In this case, we searched available scientific databases using a common search query, applied specific entry criteria to guide the studies we ultimately reviewed, and enlisted a team of our analysts to systematically code the results of those studies. These methods are described in greater detail in Appendix A.

Ultimately, we found 108 peer-reviewed studies published between 2003 and the spring of 2020. By design, we focused on studies that specifically addressed the topics of conspiracy theories and social media: We did not review non-conspiracy-related disinformation or misinformation research. We also focused on studies that relied on the collection and analysis of original data.
The vast majority of these reports focused on analyzing social media data, with a minority of reports employing survey methods, modeling, and case-study analyses. Facebook and Twitter were the data sources used most often, and anti-vaccination conspiracy theories were the most common topic, with research into fake news and disinformation rising in popularity starting in 2012.

Key Themes Across the Literature
Our review of the existing literature on conspiracy theories helped us build a descriptive picture of conspiracy theory populations, such as their demographics and online characteristics. We also synthesized research on interventions across a variety of online conspiracies. This section summarizes our key findings.

Conspiracy Theories Common on Social Media
Conspiracy theories are commonly held in North America, with approximately one-quarter to one-third of surveyed populations expressing conspiracy-related opinions.\(^1\) For example, one survey revealed that nearly one-third of Canadians reported uncertainty about a link between vaccines and autism or a belief that vaccines can hurt children (Greenberg, Dube, and Driedger, 2017). A U.S. survey indicated that 25 percent of respondents reported believing there is some truth to the conspiracy theory that COVID-19 was planned (Schaeffer, 2020).

Pro-conspiracy and anti-vaccine content are also commonly found on social media, although specific rates can vary across studies. Nugier, Limousi, and Lydić (2018) documented that 11 percent of vaccine-related websites had conspiratorial content; Song and Gruzd

---

\(^1\) To further assess prevalence rates, we briefly examined literature outside our study’s database of social media focused articles. For example, Mancosu, Vassallo, and Vezzoni (2017) confirmed general suspicions that conspiracy beliefs are widespread in Italy. Drawing on a national survey sample, they found that the percentages of acceptance of conspiracy theories regarding adoption of vaccines, the moon landing, and ChemTrails to be 24, 20, and 21, respectively. Nearly 40 percent reported believing in a recent conspiracy that the Italian pharmaceutical industry impeded testing of an alternative therapy for neurodegenerative disease. Uscinski et al. (2020) found that over 29 percent of U.S. survey respondents agree that the threat posed by COVID-19 is exaggerated, and more than 31 percent agree that the virus was intentionally created and spread.
(2017) found that 65 percent of vaccine-related YouTube videos had anti-vaccination content. Other studies documented a 50–50 mix of pro- and anti-vaccine content (Meleo-Erwin et al., 2017; Buchanan and Beckett; 2014). Finally, a recent study suggests that the rate of anti-vaccine content has been on the decline since 2014 (Gunaratne, Coomes, and Haghbayan, 2019).

Characteristics of Users and Populations
Several studies investigated various characteristics of pro-conspiracy users and populations. These studies found that women and parents were active in posting anti-vaccine content on social media sites (Tomeny, Vargo, and El-Toukhy, 2017; Hoffman et al., 2019). Mistrust in science is also correlated with conspiracy beliefs (Hoffman, et al., 2019), as is reliance on social media for health-related information (Featherstone, Bell, and Ruiz, 2019). Other studies looked at the association with education, income, political persuasion, and religion. These studies suggest that conspiracy acceptance is correlated with low education levels (Tomeny, Vargo, and El-Toukhy, 2017; Glenski, Weninger, and Volkova, 2018), political conservatism (Hornsey et al., 2020; Featherstone, Bell, and Ruiz, 2019), and religiosity (Landrum, Olshansky, and Richards, 2019).

Linguistic Content (SM Content)
Other studies analyzed the linguistic aspects of conspiracy-related social media content. Most documented unique linguistic and rhetorical differences between pro- and anti-conspiracy groups. These studies suggest a tendency for conspiratorial populations to manipulate scientific evidence, make use of emotional appeals, and manifest beliefs in more than one conspiracy theory.

Nugier, Limousi, and Lydié (2018) analyzed over 3,000 anti-vaccination websites and found six unique rhetorical strategies that anti-vaccination advocates used in arguing their points:

---

2 Several studies discussed characteristics of populations that were less prevalent within our literature sample. Narayan and Preljevic (2017) examined characteristics of individuals who converted from advocating anti-vaccination views to advocating pro-vaccination views, finding that some individuals converted because of exposure to illness that could be prevented by vaccines. Bessi, Petroni, et al. (2016) reported that Facebook users who posted about conspiracy theories had higher levels of emotional stability.
1. manipulating scientific evidence
2. appealing to emotions
3. referencing conspiracy theories unrelated to vaccination issues
4. claiming that vaccines are unnatural practices
5. negative benefit-risk ratio
6. arguments about freedom of choice.

Numerous other studies validate these findings, especially in respect to manipulating scientific evidence (Takaoka, 2019; Ekram et al., 2019; Marcon, Murdoch, and Caulfield, 2017), appealing to emotions (Greenberg, Dube, and Driedger, 2017; Guidry et al., 2015; Mocanu et al., 2015; Brugnoli et al., 2019) and using broader conspiracy theories (Sommariva et al., 2018; Arif et al., 2018; Bhattacharjee, Srijith, and Desarkar, 2019; Gandhi, Patel, and Zhan, 2020; Hornsey et al., 2020; Mahajan et al., 2019; Pența and Băban, 2014; Smith and Graham, 2019).

Engagement
Nine studies examined engagement (referring to the number of likes, shares, and comments) with conspiracy content on social media sites. These studies showed high rates of engagement for conspiracy content. Studies have shown for example, higher rates of engagement for anti-HPV vaccine Instagram posts than for pro-vaccine posts (Kearney et al., 2019), for misleading Facebook posts about the Zika virus than for accurate posts (Sharma et al., 2017) and for rumor-based online news articles about Zika than for verified news articles (Sommariva et al., 2018). Another study found more dislikes than likes for pro-vaccine YouTube videos (Song and Gruzd, 2017).³

³ Other studies examining tone of engagement revealed mixed results. Cuesta-Cambra, Martínez-Martínez, and Niño-González (2019) found that there were no differences in emotional responses and engagement between anti-vaccine and pro-vaccine sites. In contrast, Briones et al. (2012) found that social media users preferred to engage with negative content: Negative videos with anti-vaccine messages were liked more than positive or ambiguous ones.
Networks, Info Flow, and Consumption Patterns
Twenty studies examined how social media networks related to conspiracy content. Studies found that conspiracy-minded social media users consume and interact with content within like-minded echo chambers while being adept at spreading conspiracy content throughout their social networks.

Studies found that conspiracy-minded social media users enter increasingly into echo chambers that serve to reinforce their beliefs. Bessi, Coletto, et al. (2015) found that Facebook users were more engaged with conspiracy content when it came from friends who had similar consumption patterns. Findings also suggest that polarized social media users are more likely to create small groups and reinforce misinformation (Wood, 2018). In addition, these echo chambers reinforce individual beliefs and help cement in-group relationships while leading to fewer interactions with non-conspiracists (Brugnoli et al., 2019; Bessi, Petroni, et al., 2016).

Conspiracy communities spread more information throughout networks than non-conspiracy populations. Glenski, Weninger, and Volkova (2018) found that the majority of misinformation spread within a Twitter network came from a small group of highly active users. Bessi, Zollo, Del Vicario, Scala, Caldarelli, et al. (2015) found that conspiracy users on Facebook tried to diffuse conspiracy news throughout the network while scientific populations preferred to stay within their own echo chambers. Similarly, Lutkenhaus, Jansz, and Bouman (2019) found that Twitter posts from anti-vaccine conspiracy theorists spread to other communities more than did scientifically valid health information from pro-vaccine users.

Interventions
This literature suggests mixed results for the effectiveness of corrections, and it highlights that such corrections might be more effective if they were presented with a more caring and humble tone that encouraged dialogue. We also briefly review interventions that might protect non-conspiracy populations from believing conspiracy-related misinformation.

Studies examining the effectiveness of correcting misinformation on social media yield mixed results with pro-conspiracy popula-
Interventions designed to correct misinformation or conspiracies in online communities is challenging because strong adherents to conspiracies are strongly resilient against information that contradicts personal opinions. Such was the conclusion of a study by Giese et al. (2020), which exposed research participants to different pieces information about flu vaccinations that were consistent and inconsistent with participants’ preexisting attitudes.4 Another study seemed to demonstrate that polarized conspiracists who are exposed to contrasting or teasing debunking narratives actually increase their engagement with unsubstantiated rumors (Bessi, Caldarelli, et al., 2014).

But other studies suggest results that are more positive. Bode and Vraga (2018) documented a successful intervention: Algorithm-recommended or friend-recommended corrective news stories limited misperceptions about the Zika virus for conspiracy theorists.5 In an earlier study, the same authors showed that corrections of health misinformation were actually more effective in audiences with high levels of misperceptions (Vraga and Bode, 2017).

Transparency and Sensitivity in Responding
Recent research suggests that corrections might be most effective when they are communicated in a transparent and sensitive manner. Gesser-Edelsburg et al. (2018) documented that both pro-vaccine and vaccine-hesitant participants preferred transparent corrections that addressed their concerns, including their emotional concerns. Public
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4 Likewise, Zollo et al. (2017) found that debunking information was ineffective among social media users and did not change the rate of user engagement with conspiracy content.

5 Two other studies had successful results, but their impact is uncertain because of study design. Porreca, Scozzari, and Di Nicola (2020) studied YouTube video topics before and after Italy passed a vaccination law. The study showed that a vaccination campaign promoted by medical doctors pushed the sentiment in favor of vaccines. However, this is not a robust measure, and the study is confounded. It is unclear whether the sentiment shift is a result of the legal change or the doctors’ campaign. In another study, Brainard and Hunter (2020) used an agent-based model to test two different types of interventions for countering misinformation that could worsen disease outbreaks. In the first approach, the authors increased the proportion of shared information that offered “good advice” that encouraged protective behaviors. In the second, they modeled efforts to “immunize” individuals so that they do not respond to or share bad advice. The model showed that both approaches reduce misinformation, though the interventions obviously need to be tested in human populations.
health communicators seem to agree and argue that corrections should done in ways that create safe spaces to encourage dialogue, foster com-
community partnerships, and counter misinformation with care (Steffens
et al., 2019), and that ad hominem attacks against vaccine skeptics are
unlikely to persuade (Gallagher and Lawrence, 2020). Likewise, Zollo
et al. (2017) highlighted that corrections should promote “a culture of
humility” that demolishes “walls and barriers between tribes, could
represent a first step to contrast misinformation.”

Preventing the Spread of Conspiracy Theories
Other studies investigate methods to protect general non-conspiracy-
minded audiences from the effects of misinformation. Although such
studies were not picked up in the conspiracy-focused literature search,
they are nonetheless worth a brief highlight.

First, corrections can mitigate the effects of misinformation. This
was the conclusion of Walter et al. (2020), who examined 24 social
media interventions (e.g., real-time corrections, crowdsourced fact-
checking, and algorithmic tagging) designed to correct health-related
misinformation.

Second, generalized warnings might help social media users dis-
cern accurate information from false information. Clayton et al. (2019)
demonstrated that providing consumers with a general warning that
subsequent content might contain false or misleading information
increases the likelihood that they see fake headlines as less accurate.
Clayton and her colleagues also documented the effectiveness of “dis-
puted” or “rated false” tags.

It also might be possible to inoculate audiences against the effects
of misinformation. Inoculation interventions work by pairing a warn-
ing message about misinformation with a weakened example and then
offering guidance on how to refute the message. Studies have shown
that inoculation procedures effectively induce resistance to conspiracy
theories, extremist propaganda, and climate change misinformation
(Cook, Lewandowsky, and Ecker, 2017; Braddock, 2019; Banas and
Miller, 2013; van der Linden et al., 2017).

Finally, online media literacy interventions might be effective.
Most media literacy interventions consist of holistic education pro-
gramming, but research is starting to suggest that social media–based media literacy lessons can be effective. Guess et al., (2020) documented that Facebook-based media literacy content led to significant and persistent effects in the ability of participants to discriminate between mainstream and false news headlines. A recent RAND study (Helmus, Marrone, and Posard, 2020) also documented that a short media literacy video reduced the degree to which right-leaning social media users engaged with Russia propaganda memes.

Text Analytics

In addition to our modeling effort to identify conspiracy theory language online, we combined the ML model output with qualitative analysis of conspiracy theory language. The goal was to use feature importance (highest-ranked rhetorical features in the model) with analysis of text samples rich in those features to both describe and understand how conspiracy theory language works online. It is one thing to see that that highest-rated feature in our anti-vaccination language model is the language of public sphere good; it is another thing to understand how anti-vaccination proponents express care and concern for public health and the safety of their children.

Data

Social platforms place various limitations on the formatting of their content (e.g., Twitter’s 280-character limit on the length of individual posts). This shapes the type of speech that one is likely to encounter on each platform. To ensure that modeling results account for this variation, we collected data from multiple sources. Our data collection was conducted through the social media tracking company Brandwatch. Brandwatch (undated) was formerly named Crimson Hexagon.
sources were Twitter, Reddit, and a large selection of online forums and blogs.\(^7\) We also used one-off sources, such as the transcript of the “Plandemic” viral video (2020).\(^8\)

In consultation with Jigsaw, we selected four specific conspiracy theory topics: alien visitation, anti-vaccination content, COVID-19 origins, and WG.\(^9\) Our social media queries were iterative; prior rounds informed subsequent rounds. Table 2.1 lists the search parameters and the final numbers of documents (tweets, blog posts, comments) for each of the four queries.

**Analysis Method**

We conducted a mixed method of text analysis: statistical reports of stance features by conspiracy theory, followed by human reading of feature-rich samples. This kind of analysis combines machine distant-reading for patterns in the data with human close-reading for meaning. To prevent harm and guard the privacy of those from whom we collected data, we do not use direct quotes. Instead, we paraphrase several quotes together to represent the language expressed by multiple users. These paraphrases appear in single quotes (’’), and although multiple such paraphrases can appear in a specific example, the single quotes distinguish between different speakers and selections. Also, because this analysis featured human qualitative analysis at the level of individual posts, we were able to distinguish between concurring and dis-
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\(^7\) Brandwatch collects data from over 1 million blogs, and examples include WordPress, Medium, Blogger, Typepad, TMZ, IGN, Engaged, Business Wire, Mashable, Techcrunch, Kottke, Business Insider, Gizmodo, IMDB, LifeHacker, The Verge, Hardwarezone, and TechRadar. Our search covered over a thousand online forums—for example, Yahoo Answers, Mumsnet, MyFitnessPal, Psychology Today, AVforums, Stack Overflow, Goodreads, Investopedia, GameSpot, FlyerTalk, Tianya, Naver, MacRumors, MoneySaving Expert, Market Watch, GlassDoor, The Student Room, and Steam Community.

\(^8\) We specifically included the Plandemic transcript because the words from it were so widely recirculated on social media. We used sources distinct from social media, such as Plandemic, because similar rhetoric often makes its way eventually into the social media sphere as talking points. For example, Plandemic is referenced directly in 6 percent of social media comments in this data set.

\(^9\) WG refers to the idea that genocidal campaigns against ethnically white populations are occurring globally.
senting perspectives in posts. For example, a response to a previous post supporting a given conspiracy theory might include a sarcastic rejoinder or insult, making it clear to a human reader that the response was on the same topic but opposed in perspective.

Stance analysis is both quantitative (statistical frequencies and distributions of language categories) and qualitative (rich descriptions of attitudes and beliefs inferred from the language categories). In the next section, we provide details about our qualitative analysis of the statistical results.

### Rich Descriptions of Conspiracy Theories

Here, we provide key insights from each conspiracy community. Additional findings about how our model distinguishes these conspiracy theories from normal discourse are discussed in Appendix B.
Alien Conspiracy Community
Alien conspiracy speech was linguistically distinctive by its wide variety of stance features with small effect sizes, such as spatial relations (‘travel to’), social closeness (‘us’), uncertainty (‘it’s possible’), authority sources (‘the government’), contingent reasoning (‘could be’), and looking back (‘long ago’). Using stances relating to spatial relations, social closeness, uncertainty, and looking back makes sense when suggesting the possibility that aliens have traveled to visit Earth, especially if this is framed as having happened in an ancient past. Unlike the anti-vaccination and WG conspiracies, there was little talk from detractors opposing any theories. Another feature of this data set was the expression of clearly developed conspiracies about government cover-ups of alien visitation. Comments suggest there is a large distrust of the government and what the government is telling the American public (‘secret space program,’ ‘it’s classified’). Personal roles figured in talk about aliens (‘alien leader,’ ‘reptilian aliens’). There were more one-off comments and invitations to watch documentary videos or lectures on aliens than there were arguments with detractors. Regardless of the truth of this conspiracy theory, it seems much more innocuous than the other conspiracies we studied, with no antisocial component or direct threat to public health.

Anti-Vaccination Conspiracy Community
The anti-vaccination conspiracy community had the most distinctive stance profile of the four conspiracy groups (see Appendix A for details). Anti-vaccinators expressed distrust for vaccines; said they felt bullied; and expressed negative emotions, such as fear, anger, and frustration.

Distrust of Vaccine Safety
Anti-vaccinators expressed distrust of vaccines—specifically, the safety of vaccines, vaccine safety tests, and medical authorities who recommend vaccines despite what anti-vaccinators see as evidence for vaccine-related injuries. The most distinctive rhetorical feature in anti-vaccinators’ online talk was public virtue speech (such as references to justice, fairness, happiness, health). Anti-vaccinators were particularly concerned with the safety of vaccines (‘vaccine safety,’ ‘safe vaccines’).
Discussion of personal roles was also very high; members of this group populated their talk with mothers, parents, and doctors. In practice, anti-vaccinators are discursively parents expressing deep concern for the safety of their children in contrast to distrusted medical authorities.

Comments using public vice speech (such as references to injustice, unfairness, unhappiness) cited conflicts of interest with vaccine safety validation tests, claiming, ‘Big Pharma conducted those safety trials.’ Because of these conflicts of interest, anti-vaccinators concluded that vaccine safety results are untrustworthy. Concerns about vaccine safety were also expressed in negative comments about vaccines being toxic (‘get rid of toxic vaccines!’ ‘vaccines are TOXIC’) or linked to autism, cancers, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Anti-vaccinators made appeals to sympathetic medical authorities, celebrities, and pundits supporting anti-vaccination sentiments, making particular use of reporting stances in discussing specific anti-vaccination doctors and their lectures on vaccine injuries.

**Bullying and Fear**

Pro-vaccinator participants responding in these conversations often used derisive comments (‘yaddah yaddah, vaccine injuries, yaddah, yaddah,’ ‘fake vaccine injuries’). So, in addition to expressing distrust of vaccine safety, anti-vaccinators expressed anger over feeling bullied (‘bullying a mother of a vaccine injured kid?!’ ‘abusing parents of vaccine-injured children’). Public vice language was featured in heated arguments between anti-vaccinators (‘the evidence is in vaccine-injured kids,’ ‘fraud vaccines’) and pro-vaccinators. Anti-vaccinators also expressed fear of vaccine injuries and anger or frustration over vaccine injuries being ignored (‘vaccines do harm!’ ‘vaccine injuries are no laughing matter’). Many negative and angry comments apparently stemmed from anti-vaccinators not feeling validated (‘quit ignoring vaccine injured kids!’).

In sum, anti-vaccinators talked about vaccines as unsafe, expressed frustration at dismissed claims of vaccine injuries, and, as they see it, being bullied for not wanting to put their children in harm’s way. They expressed distrust of vaccine validation studies, articulated a conflict of interest with past validation studies, and said that vaccines cause
injuries or other diseases. They reported feeling bullied and seemed emotional, mostly expressing distrust, anger, fear, and frustration over vaccine safety and ignored vaccine injuries. In terms of argument, anti-vaccinators used selective scientific authorities, doctors, and celebrity endorsements to dispute claims of pro-vaccinators.

**COVID-19 Conspiracy Community**

COVID-19 conspiracists principally discussed the origins of the virus and expressed distrust over mainstream sources of information. In this data sample, the discussion also focused on distrust of authority sources and speculation around shadowy forces presumably behind the virus’s origin.

**COVID-19 Origins**

In our data set, COVID-19 conspiracists focused on the origins of the virus, not its spread, symptoms, or prevention measures. The most-prominent origin theories were: ‘man-made’ (the most repeated phrase of this community), ‘Chinese bioweapon,’ ‘a product of the Deep State,’ and the idea that COVID-19 was a cover-up for ‘radiation illnesses’ from 5G networks. Public virtue language was mostly through calls for ‘truth’ about COVID-19 origins. COVID-19 origins were marked by uncertainty language—hedging devices such as ‘I’m not sure but’ or ‘maybe it.’ This stance of uncertainty could be a marker of a novelty that helps identify the emergent quality of this conspiracy.

Unlike the anti-vaccination group, there were few opponents arguing against this group. Possible explanations are that the COVID-19 conspiracy group is new and would-be detractors are unaware of it, the actual pandemic demands so much attention that detractors cannot attend to conspiracy claims, or the claims of COVID-19 conspiracists do not pose societal harm and so detractors are not motivated to engage with it.

**Distrust of Authority**

These conspiracists also distrust authority and believe that those who produce the news are lying to them. Public vice speech was above baseline levels and frequently referenced fake news and what to blame for COVID-19 (‘fake news,’ ‘science experiment poisoning humanity,’
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Conspiracists also expressed negativity and frustration as they placed blame (‘5G Hoax,’ ‘China messed up,’ ‘Virus Hoax and 5G Syndrome,’ ‘Deep State WMD,’ ‘you’re full of it’). The variety of those being blamed suggests that this group has not come to a consensus on COVID-19’s origins. As a result of distrusting the news, conspiracists looked for other information sources and used reporting language as they shared the information found (‘READ,’ ‘link,’ ‘download it all, it’s a good read’). Personal roles were also important; this group expressed trust for some authorities (‘Report from Dr. Jane Doe’), but—similar to anti-vaccinators—expressed distrust of other authorities (‘Dr. Depopulation,’ ‘The Terminator’).

Overall, the key features of the COVID-19 conspiracy group are that its members are most concerned with the (perceived) malicious origins of COVID-19 and that they distrust news sources, instead sharing alternative sources of information. The group is new and has not yet settled on the pandemic’s origins; several sources and theories are being shared, and few detractors are commenting. The group does not discuss public health dimensions of pandemic (e.g., the risk of infection or mortality rates). They also do not advocate against such public health measures as physical distancing or wearing a mask in public. The greatest risk from this community might be threats to 5G cell phone towers, although actual attacks on such towers are rare.

White Genocide Conspiracy Community

WG conspiracists articulated a perceived existential threat to their racial group, responding with racist, antisocial language. They explicitly used an adversarial “us versus them” conceptual framework between white people and nonwhites and, to some extent, between WG believers and deniers. However, this group also engaged in a robust exchange between proponents and detractors in which conversational and various lines of reasoning seemed to be in use. This dialogic exchange could point to a potential line of intervention with this group.

Existential Threat

WG believers talked about an existential threat to the white race (‘replacement theory,’ ‘murdering white people,’ ‘look at this class-
room in Norway. Replacement!’), which might motivate the extreme speech in which this group engaged. Of the four conspiracy theory data sets we analyzed, the WG group was qualitatively the most antisocial, featuring name-calling (‘you left retards’), negativity (‘you suck at this’), and racist comments. From a stance perspective, WG speech was marked by the highest public vice speech of any group (‘racist,’ ‘genocide,’ ‘Nazi’). This is mixed with concrete properties (i.e., black, white, brown); WG believers talk about the world in terms of skin color. Interestingly, their language was relatively low in references to concrete objects (physical objects in the real world)—in a sense, they linguistically construct a very abstract social world where “we” are threatened by “them,” visible in the personal roles that mark their speech (‘Jews,’ ‘Rabbis,’ ‘Christians,’ ‘white people’).

**Control Over Women’s Bodies**

We found that WG discourse was marked by a patriarchal concern over women’s sexual activity. Many of the documents richest in concrete properties and personal roles were about ‘white women’ with ‘black men.’ WG conspiracists worried about white women going to Africa and having sex with African men, argued that ‘90% of white women that have babies with black men end up raising the child on their own,’ and complained about diversity media that show ‘a black man, with a white woman. You truly hate white people. This is white genocide.’ While this concern dovetails with WG conspiracists’ (perceived) existential fear of being racially erased, we note that the concern was solely around women—we did not see similar talk about ‘white men’ with ‘black women.’

**Argumentation Characteristics and Styles**

The WG group frequently referenced political and historical figures and issues along with such contemporary topics as European political parties, Marxism, and historical events. Some WG group members referenced historically obscure figures who wrote or are purported to have written about diminishing the number of white people. There was also some mention of President Donald Trump and his slogan “Make America Great Again,” but this was a minor theme.
Like anti-vaccinators, the WG community had an active exchange with detractors, to whom WG believers responded with a variety of argumentation styles. Conspiracists showed a mix of argument styles, such as hateful (‘Jews hate Christianity’), simplistic (‘brown people having more kids is white genocide!’), and insular or difficult to follow (‘preventing slavery = white genocide’). Detractors expressed frustration (‘what is wrong with you?!’), reasoned (‘you can’t argue in good faith with WG’), or identified humor (‘you realize that’s a joke, right?’) in their responses. A small amount of public virtue speech present showed that conversational niceties (‘take a look at this,’ ‘good one, thanks bro’) were also exchanged in this otherwise heated conversation. Overall, the exchange of comments between WG believers and deniers seemed much more substantive and engaged than the one-sided comments typical in the anti-vaccination group. This willingness to argue could mean that interventions using reasoned argument might be useful in opposing WG conspiracy theories.

In all, the WG community was distinctive for its existential fear, high public vice speech, hate-based name-calling, and engaged dialogue. Given the finding from our literature review that it is possible to engage moderate subgroups within conspiracy-holding communities, there could be opportunities for engagement—the caveat to that being the deeply antisocial and strongly racist idea that “they” are a threat to “us” that forms the foundation of WG conspiracies.

**Key Findings on Conspiracy Theories Online**

We offer the following key findings, based on our literature review and our detailed analysis of online conspiracy theory language:

**Conspiracy Content Popularity and Online Echo Chambers**

We found that conspiracy beliefs are commonly held, and evidence suggests that more than one-quarter of adults in North America believe in one or more conspiracies. Conspiratorial content on social media is likewise common; anti-vaccine content, for example, is present on 11–65 percent of vaccine-related websites, YouTube videos,
or social media posts. Pro-conspiracy theorists also find themselves wading deeper into social media–based echo chambers with decreasing exposure to non-conspiracy viewpoints. These echo chambers contribute to a deepening polarization of viewpoints, and the posts disseminated within such echo chambers can reach and influence the broader internet.

**Detriments of Bullying**
Analysis of anti-vaccination social media content suggests that pro-vaccinators routinely confront anti-vaccinators with condemnation, which could lead to an angry and fear-driven response on the part of anti-vaccinators. Hostile engagement risks further inflaming the opinions of anti-vaccinators. For example, Bessi, Caldarelli, et al. (2014) showed that exposure to debunking narratives that used a teasing tone led the most-polarized conspiracists to actually increase their subsequent interactions with unsubstantiated rumors. Such negative and unintended effects of persuasion campaigns are not uncommon and are referred to as a *boomerang effect* (Byrne and Hart, 2009).

**Conspiracy Theory Qualities**
The conspiracy theories we examined in this study were marked by qualitative variety. At the farthest end of this spectrum, the alien conspiracy discourse we studied was not marked by harmful or antisocial sentiment, although it is marked by distrust of the U.S. government. Anti-vaccine conspiracy talk poses overt threats to public health, directly opposing an important public health effort. In a very different way, the blatant racist views held and propagated by WG conspiracists are directly threatening and dehumanizing toward blacks, Jews, and other ethnic groups; such views also align with violent extremist ethnonationalism. In contrast, the COVID-19 conspiracy talk was not marked by direct opposition to public health efforts or overt antisociality, but conspiratorial ideas about the origins of the virus might enable other harms (such as anti-Chinese sentiment or distrust of vaccination efforts).
Reliance on Authority Figures
A common thread among all the conspiracy groups was distrust of conventional authority figures. However, each group could point to its own in-group authorities as sources of inspiration and knowledge. Anti-vaccinators express distrust of medical authorities while highlighting opinions of sympathetic medical authorities, celebrities, and pundits. COVID-19 conspiracists distrust authority and mainstream media news, but they will still highlight material from agreeable medical authorities. Even the WG group made selective use of authority figures. This analysis suggests that intervention efforts need to be careful in the use of authority figures to counter conspiracist groups.

“Us Versus Them” Language
Although antisocial discourse involves the creation of social others—an *in-group* and *out-group* paradigm—not all language markers for “us” and “them” are inherently antisocial. RAND-Lex performs stance coding for social distancing and social closeness language that map onto that paradigm, which was most present in our alien visitation data set. In that case, talking about how ‘they traveled across the galaxy to visit *us*’ requires “us” and “them” distinctions—but, in this case, the distinction was prosocial: Conspiracy theorists generally talked about aliens with positivity and excitement. A truly antisocial “us versus them” paradigm, such as that through which the WG conspiracists work—is a more complex set of rhetorical moves than simply “us versus them.”

Anti-Vaccinators and Vaccine Safety
Various conspiracist communities carry their own concerns that help drive and motivate their views. In this study, anti-vaccinators primarily focused on vaccine safety. In the data we analyzed, members of this group worried about the safety of vaccines and the accuracy and legitimacy of vaccine safety tests. These views are wrapped up in a broader concern for public safety in general and for children specifically. Engagement efforts that empathically address this community’s concerns about vaccine safety might mitigate the group’s harm to public health.
White Genocide Advocates, Racial Annihilation, and Control of Women’s Bodies

WG believers articulate a perceived existential fear that the white race is facing an existential threat from a variety of ethnic groups that conspiracy theorists describe as black and brown. We also note a focus on the control of women’s bodies—the idea of white women having sex with nonwhite men is another existential fear. Although these fears are deeply held, WG adherents represented in our data were willing to engage with detractors; thus, it might be possible to open dialogue and engage them.
CHAPTER THREE

Modeling Conspiracy Theories: A Hybrid Approach

Understanding and detecting conspiracy discourse in social media is a nontrivial task. Identifying a conspiracy requires context outside any one document, borrowing most heavily from cultural awareness, which can drift quite rapidly in social media. To make matters more difficult, conspiracy discourse can exist across several avenues of communication simultaneously. Twitter is a good example: Tweets might be accompanied by videos, images, and emoji symbols, all of which help communicate conspiracy discourse presented in text form. For this initial attempt at modeling conspiracy discourse, we bounded our attempt at text from social media. In the following sections, we share two hybrid model-building projects: one that aimed to identify social media posts addressing our four conspiracy topics (alien visitation, anti-vaccination, COVID-19 origins, and WG) and a second that aimed to identify whether a given text actually promotes the conspiracy.

Data

The kind of human-supervised ML that we conducted requires large training data sets: that is, many examples of the things a programmer is trying to teach the machine to classify. In consultation with Jigsaw, we selected four specific conspiracy theory topics to model: alien visitation, anti-vaccination content, COVID-19 origins, and WG. We collected 150,000 samples of social media material across these four types
of conspiracy language along with a baseline sample of “normal” non-conspiracy talk, for five sets of 30,000 text samples each. To account for differences across various social media platforms, we collected data from multiple sources: Twitter, Reddit, a variety of online forums and blogs, and some single sources (such as the transcript of the “Plannedemic” video [2020]).

We collected conspiracy talk through the social media tracking company Brandwatch (undated). This gave us access to archived content from multiple social media platforms, which we culled using queries in Boolean format and by filtering results in terms of location, time, language, and other criteria. This collection process was iterative; we implemented multiple rounds of constructing a query, getting a sample of data, and hand-inspecting samples from the data until our query captured talk that focused topically on our various selected conspiracy theories. Because our study had a U.S. focus (and because stance is language-specific), we collected English-language data only.

Our collection of baseline social media talk was an existing general corpus of tweets randomly sampled across 2015 via Gnip,¹ stratified to cover each month; weekdays and weekends; and morning, afternoon, evening, and late-night periods. The baseline we used is only Twitter data, and our training data set includes other talk (e.g., Reddit threads), but we were more concerned with a broad baseline of topics (and, thus, ways of speaking) than about perfect parallelism in medium or platform. People talking online about sports, movies, holidays, family, and other “normal” topics form an appropriate contrast for online talk about conspiracy theories.

Methodology

Given these data, we were ready to build ML classifier models to detect conspiracy theory language. Very broadly, ML classification is akin to teaching a computer to tell the difference between cat pictures and

---

¹ Gnip was a social media aggregator company, later purchased by Twitter and incorporated as their “Historical PowerTrack API” (undated).
dog pictures. Both animals look somewhat similar (furry, four legs, tail, two eyes, etc.); to a baby, they might be indistinguishable. But as we grow older and learn, we can tell cats from dogs (classify them) perfectly well. Human-supervised ML processes are somewhat similar and involve giving many human-labeled examples (training data) to an algorithm until the computer has a good model of “cat versus dog.” Furthermore, because computers do not actually read or see as humans do, we have to convert all the features we use (in this case, words and stance phrases) into numbers that the computer can interpret. Additionally, it is standard in these efforts to break training data down into train and test sets: one portion of data is used to train the model, another portion is used to test the model. The hold-out test portion is labeled so that we can use performance of the model to make an estimate of how well the model might work in the wild. Although our example describes the process for classifying images, the process for classifying documents with human-supervised ML works similarly, albeit with different algorithms.

Our modeling process involved three steps. First, we established a baseline using BERT, an existing, close to state-of-the-art general language model. We then tested a stance-only model; finally, we tested a hybrid version. Here, we explain our modeling efforts in detail. (A more technical version is provided in Appendix A.)

**Modeling Using Semantic Content, Stance, and a Hybrid of the Two**

BERT is a relatively new and widely adopted language representation model developed at Google in 2018 (Devlin et al., 2019). It sets itself apart from previous deep-language representation models in the way that it accounts for word context, helping capture semantic relationships. Very broadly, because such words as “pet” are very often near such words as “cat,” “dog,” and “hamster,” BERT captures the semantic relationship that all three are pets. This leads to more-robust and context-sensitive representation of semantic meaning in the model. Additionally, BERT is a general model: It has been trained primarily on Wikipedia, along with a smaller corpus of publicly available eBooks. Although Wikipedia entries are a specific genre and do not offer specialized discourse (e.g., scientific, literary, conversational), they are a
broad basis for learning general word meaning. Furthermore, BERT addressed limitations of prior models that depend on recurrence, so that words (tokens) can be processed in parallel, thereby reducing training time. Ultimately, BERT is an extremely capable generalized language representation with improved learning transfer over prior language models.

**Stance Model**

We used the stance enrichment feature of RAND-Lex to statistically describe each document in our social media data set. For this application, we used RAND-Lex to measure 119 linguistic stance variables using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), which is a shorthand way of saying “what words or phrases are common in some documents but uncommon in others and thus are a good clue for classifying?” If only a few documents in a collection have such words as “rose,” “lawn,” “garden,” and “fertilizer,” that is a good hook to help an ML model recognize the class “gardening articles.” Prior research has shown that stance in RAND-Lex is generally stable over time and across many genres and purposes; thus, we expected it would work out of the box for this project (Kavanagh et al., 2018). Enrichment in RAND-Lex is a kind of “vectorizing”: We map the text in documents to a 119-dimension vector representing the stance-taking for each document. The resulting vector is a series of coordinates that allows us to model the various stances in a document in a 119-dimensional space.

**Conspiracy Data Set**

The conspiracy data set comprises 150,000 social media posts across all four conspiracy classes (alien visitation, anti-vaccination, COVID-19 origins, and WG) and one “normal” baseline class (e.g., baseball, movies, politics, everyday occurrences). Each class is sampled equally at 30,000. As part of our commitment as researchers to protecting individuals, we cannot share actual quotes that went into our train-
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2 RAND-Lex is RAND’s proprietary text and social media analysis software platform: a scalable cloud-based analytics suite with network analytics and visualizations, a variety of text mining methods, and ML approaches. See Kavanagh et al. (2019).
ing data. The following synthetic example posts are constructed from actual data to give a better sense of what we trained our model on:

- We shouldn’t be so close minded. Is the government hiding aliens’ existence from us?
- Big Pharma conducted those safety trials. The evidence is in vaccine-injured kids!
- Is this a Chinese bioweapon or a Deep State virus?
- If gunmakers can be held liable for gun-related injury or death, then why can’t Pharma be liable for vaccine-related injury or death?
- The same people who wanted an end to apartheid are turning a blind eye to WG. They turn a blind eye to the Zionists murdering Palestinians.

This data set is then split 80–20 between training and test sets. Training data for the stance model were cleaned with standard text-preparation techniques, such as removing emojis, most Unicode characters, punctuation, and zero padding. Although removing “stop words” (small words, such as prepositions or conjunctions) is common in text processing, we kept all words because they can provide context crucial to stance taking—for example, “and so” being tagged as a reasoning phrase.

**Hybrid Conspiracy Model**

Our next step was to combine the BERT and the RAND-Lex stance models, partly to improve performance and partly to provide a more interpretable model. Furthermore, we iterated our model building: first an easier model attempt to detect conspiracy theory language by topic and then a more challenging model attempt to detect the conspiratorial quality of those theories (along with a baseline of “normal” social media discourse). Ideally, we hoped the hybrid model would provide the contextual, semantic understanding of BERT while capturing rhetorical dimensions through RAND-Lex stance. For the BERT stage of our model, we used the full data set of conspiracy theory discussions—both sincere conspiracy theory promotion and rebuttals. When we
moved on to the conspiratorial modeling effort, we used a smaller, curated data set with only conspiracy theory support talk. Figure 3.1 gives a high-level overview of our modeling effort, wherein inputs from both BERT and stance are combined to produce trained models for both the detection of conspiracy topics (topic prediction) and adherence (conspiracy prediction).

**Figure 3.1**
Hybrid Model Overview

![Diagram of the hybrid BERT+stance model](https://example.com/diagram.png)

NOTES: ReLU = Rectified Linear Unit. This overview model diagram illustrates the hybrid BERT+stance model with input word identification tokenization (that is, converting human-readable text into computer-readable numbers that represent words and characters), word masking, and segment identifications (see Devlin et al., 2019). The model layers within the red region represent the stand-alone BERT model used as a baseline comparison in the following performance results. The stance model (in gray) is frozen after having been trained against the RAND-Lex output and is only capable of providing inferences. The green and yellow dense pathways (formed by multiple layers) are trained against the topic and conspiracy targets, respectively, meaning that only those layers’ gradients are updated according to their targets. All layers prior to and including the hashed dense layer receive gradient updates from both the topic and conspiracy target back-propagations (neglecting the frozen stance model). This figure is explained in greater detail in Appendix A.

---

3 See Appendix A for illustrative examples of separating conspiracy support talk from conspiracy discussion.
Model Performance: Hybrid Model Improves Performance

In this section, we show performance for the BERT, stance, and hybrid BERT+stance models, first for detecting conspiracy theory by topic (something that existing models already do with varying success), and then by detecting the conspiratorial quality of these theories (which existing models struggle with). Results are first organized using confusion matrices, which allow for a granular visualization by specific conspiracy theory; we then provide summative tables to illustrate overall model performance.

Figure 3.2 provides the confusion matrices comparing the model results for detecting conspiracy topics. Confusion matrices should be read on a diagonal from top left to bottom right, and the matrices in the figure use a heat map illustration of accuracy: Lighter greens (trending to yellow) indicate greater accuracy; darker greens (trending toward blue) indicate less accuracy. The numbers in each cell are a simple accuracy measure: the percentage accurately classified and the total number of samples tested (in parentheses). As we hypothesized, adding stance to BERT improved model performance—for example, boosting classification of alien visitation conspiracy talk from 52 percent to 87 percent.

Improving topic detection is important because social media platforms might want to measure relative volume of a given conspiracy theory—discovering that talk about a conspiracy theory is rising sharply in volume could be a valuable warning. An even more important capability would be the ability to detect and appropriately respond to content that promotes conspiracy theories. This is where our hybrid model using stance really shines, by vastly reducing the number of false positives. One important way to evaluate a model is how it reduces the number of false negatives and positives—a model that misses conspiratorial content (false negatives) but flags non-conspiratorial content (false positives) is not very useful. For this purpose, it is important to drive down false positives: Flagging useful information about COVID-19 (a kind of false positive) is the last thing social media platforms want, for example.

---

4 A confusion matrix is a standard table used in ML for visualizing a model’s performance. It should be read along the diagonal from top left to bottom right: Rows show the predicted class from the model; columns show the actual class.
Figure 3.2
Topic Confusion Matrices Comparison Between Models

NOTES: The BERT+stance conspiracy model outperformed BERT by itself. For example, note how BERT struggles with the COVID-19 topic. This makes sense, given the breadth of subtopics that COVID-19 contains and the crossover with anti-vaccination topics. Adding stance to the model allows it to capture a signature move in COVID-19 theories: invoking people with medical authority (e.g., “Dr. [name],” “my cousin is a scientist”). These matrices, which should be read on a diagonal from top left to bottom right, are illustrated as an “accuracy” heat map: Lighter greens (trending to yellow) indicate greater accuracy; darker greens (trending toward purple) indicate less accuracy.
To test our hybrid model’s performance on promotion of conspiracy theory content, we used a smaller subset of the data with only pro-conspiracy documents. Figure 3.3 illustrates both the BERT and hybrid BERT+stance confusion matrices, broken out by each conspiracy theory and a comparative “normal” social media data set. Whereas the previous confusion matrixes looked at detecting the topic of a conspiracy theory, this shows performance detecting pro-conspiracy content within the topics.

The following tables provide a closer look at the models’ performance, using the metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). In simplest terms, accuracy is a simple ratio of correct predictions to total predictions, precision is how accurate the model is when it makes a prediction, recall is how good the model is at not missing what it looks for, and MCC is a good overall metric for model quality. MCC is a better metric for performance when the training data does not have an equal number of samples from all classes; therefore, the second table is the most useful metric. The results of testing our stance, BERT base, and hybrid models in identifying our topics of conspiracy are shown in Table 3.1. The discrimination of whether the data are promoting conspiracy is presented in Table 3.2.

**Value of Hybrid Modeling**
We think that hybrid models incorporating stance offer important benefits. One benefit is the out-of-the-box improvement in performance; another is the additional interpretability to what would otherwise be a black-box model. Finally, stance greatly reduces false positives, something of particular relevance for trying to detect harmful talk online.

**Stance as a Shortcut to Improving Model Performance**
The BERT model comes generically pretrained and is by itself an extremely powerful tool that has been successful in modeling discourse on social media (Dadu et al., 2020; Davidson, Bhattacharya, and Weber, 2019; Mozafari, Farahbakhsh, and Crespi, 2019). However, training BERT for a specific purpose requires computing resources, time, and data, and was not part of the scope of this study. We think it is quite
Figure 3.3
Confusion Matrices by Conspiratorial Qualities

NOTES: The most noticeable improvement that arises from the inclusion of stance (illustrated in the bottom row of matrices) appears to be a reduction in false positives; however, this did result in higher false-negative predictions. The increase in false negatives hints at a subset of stance components that do not particularly describe conspiracy or non-conspiracy and are therefore common within both, thus creating a “noise floor” of incorrect predictions.
possible that the BERT model could be trained eventually to achieve the performance of our hybrid model, but such training would require a significant investment in time and resources. Stance, because it draws off of a broad taxonomy of our shared repertoire for linguistic function, might act as a shortcut to hallmark features of a wide variety of text types. For example, the outreach efforts of extremist groups, such as the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria and al-Nusrah Front, appear to hinge on an urgent appeal (insistence) to act selflessly (public virtue) for the benefit of other Muslims (social closeness)—and there are existing stance categories that capture this argument strategy. As an example in this study, our model had a powerful detection hook in anti-vaccination conspiracies: the emphasis on public safety and children’s health (public virtues).

Table 3.1
Model Performance for Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>MCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stance</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT+stance</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Performance comparison between the hybrid model and its individual model components as tested on a held-out conspiracy data set with 2,450 samples across all four conspiracy topics and a normal topic. The number of samples per topic is as follows: aliens = 502; anti-vaccination = 459; COVID-19 = 473; WG = 493; and normal = 523.

Table 3.2
Model Performance for Conspiracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>MCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stance</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT+stance</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Performance comparison between the hybrid model and its individual model components as tested on a held-out conspiracy data set with 2,450 samples across all four conspiracy topics and a normal topic. The number of samples per topic is as follows: aliens = 502; anti-vaccination = 459; COVID-19 = 473; WG = 493; and normal = 523.
Stance was a shortcut to capturing that for the model, giving a more robust conspiracy model with minimal training time and resources.\footnote{It took us approximately eight hours for each model on an NVIDIA P100 GPU platform.}

Furthermore, stance is very stable over time—the same stance taxonomy that improves classification in our model also works on Elizabethan-era language (Hope and Witmore, 2010). We did not explore longitudinal drift in conspiracies, but it is our assumption that BERT might have difficulties in discriminating this because conspiracy phrases and slang change over time,\footnote{BERT will have difficulty in this case because it has not learned any representations between the new and existing conspiracy terms and features. This can be adjusted with periodic fine-tuning of BERT if data containing those connections between established conspiracy terms and new terms are present. A notable example of this is within the COVID-19 data: Early conspiracy theories were centered around coronavirus escaping from the Wuhan Institute of Virology; not long afterward, additional theories sprouted that focused on Microsoft cofounder Bill Gates and installation of 5G cell towers.} whereas linguistic stance would be less dependent on those same phrases or terms used. The specifics of conspiracy language—names, places, events—change relatively quickly. However, stance—talk about the past or future, certainty or uncertainty, etc.—is relatively stable; therefore, using stance might make models more durable over time.

**Stance and Increased Interpretability**

Stance also adds interpretability to models, helping us understand how different kinds of conspiracy discourse function. BERT and other powerful ML models are black boxes: They work well, but we cannot look under the hood to see why. Our hybrid model is explained and illustrated in more detail in the appendixes, where we demonstrate that the functional analysis of the different conspiracy theories is partly driven by feature importance output for the model.

Briefly, we believe that the more robust, interpretable model of conspiracy reflects an important advance in interpretability. Although it is quite possible that a specialized word-embedding model could be specifically trained to capture stance, our existing expert dictionaries act as a shortcut. Furthermore, the stance taxonomy of language
from CMU represents deep domain knowledge about human linguistic behavior that allows for deep insight.

**Lowering False Positives**

Most notably, adding stance appears to increase the model’s ability to reject false positives. This is particularly important because an overzealous system that wrongly flags innocuous or even beneficial talk could result in more harm than good. Reducing false positives is also useful when discriminating within topics, where factual discourse on a topic includes phrases, keywords, or sentiments that overlap with conspiracy, as illustrated in our COVID-19 example. The use of stance in modeling does not need to be exclusive to conspiracy theory language; it should be capable of providing insight to other important social media topics—such as hateful speech or trolling behavior, which can also be difficult to identify.

**Key Insights from Our Modeling Effort**

We found that a hybrid approach to modeling conspiracy theory language worked well and offers several benefits over current approaches. One important benefit is that a hybrid BERT+stance approach appears to function as an out-of-the-box way to inductively capture genre features, obviating the need for specialized training for such generic, pre-trained models as BERT. Another is that adding stance makes it possible to create models that are more interpretable, understanding to what degree semantic content (the BERT portion) and the various stance features contribute to classification. This interpretability is critical for such tasks as dealing with conspiracy theory language, where insight is as important as performance. Finally, hybrid modeling drastically reduced false positive rates, generally cutting them in half. We think this is very important from the perspective of social media platforms that wish to avoid flagging or moderating nonharmful content. In the next chapter, we detail insights from our review of the literature on conspiracy theories online and our mixed-method analysis of the four conspiracy theories we studied.
In our study, we found that a novel approach to ML could both improve performance and give us new insights into how online conspiracy theories function. By combining powerful, existing ML approaches, such as deep neural network word embeddings (e.g., BERT), with domain knowledge from linguistics and rhetorical studies (stance features), we were able to advance practice specifically in the detection of conspiracy language, with broad implications for ML classification of documents that are marked more by sociocultural meaning than semantic content.

This innovation was the direct result of Google’s Jigsaw unit framing the problem as not simply a technical challenge but rather as a sociocultural challenge that required a holistic approach. We think that this sort of openness to improving ML through the creative use of insights from social science and domain experts is important in confronting the scale of difficulty around conspiracy theories specifically and around Truth Decay more broadly. We hope that other social media platforms will follow suit and embrace creative approaches to sociocultural problems that go beyond purely technical solutions.

In addition to the practical output of an improved ML model for conspiracy theories, we also synthesized the model outputs of our effort with best practices derived from existing research literature. Understanding the rhetorical function of harmful conspiracy theories can inform evidence-based interventions to reduce their adherence and spread. We close this report with recommendations for mitigating the spread and harm from online conspiracy theories.
Policy Recommendations for Mitigating the Spread of and Harm from Conspiracy Theories

Transparent and Empathetic Engagement with Conspiracists

The open nature of the social media offers numerous opportunities to engage with conspiracy theorists. These engagements should not aggravate or provoke conspiracy theory adherents. Instead of confrontation, it might be more effective to engage with conspiracists in a transparent and sensitive manner. Public health communicators recommend engagements that communicate in an open and evidence-informed way that create safe spaces to encourage dialogue, foster community partnerships, and counter misinformation with care. In particular, validating the emotional concerns of participants could encourage productive dialogue.

An additional technique beyond flagging specific conspiracy content is facilitated dialogue, which is when a third party facilitates communication, either in person or separated, between conflict parties (Froude and Zanchelli, 2017). This approach might help in communication between authoritative communities (such as doctors or government leaders) and conspiracy communities. Facilitated dialogues could also be carried out at lower levels in the form of facilitated discussions that help acknowledge fears and address feelings of existential threat for the participants.

Correcting Conspiracy-Related False News

One possible intervention that public health practitioners could consider is to correct instances of misinformation using such tools as real-time corrections, crowdsourced fact-checking, and algorithmic tagging. In populations that hold preexisting conspiratorial views, the evidence for the effectiveness of corrections is mixed, but results are consistently positive in studies investigating corrections of health-related misinformation in general populations.

Overall, the weight of the evidence appears in favor of such corrections. In addition, efforts to correct misperceptions in conspiracy-prone populations also should follow the advice of public health practitioners and do so in a manner that is transparent and sensitive to the concerns of pro-conspiracy audiences.
Engagement with Moderate Members of Conspiracy Groups

Conspiracists have their own experts on whom they lean to support and strengthen their views, and their reliance on these experts could limit the impact of formal outreach by public health professionals. Our review of the literature shows that one alternative might be to target outreach to moderate members of such groups who could, in turn, exert influence on the broader community. Commercial marketing programs use a similar approach when they engage social media influencers or “brand ambassadors” who then credibly communicate advantages of a commercial brand to their own audiences on social media.\(^1\) This approach is supported by academic research suggesting that people are more influenced by their social circles than by mass communication (Guidry et al., 2015). It might be possible, for example, to convey key messages to those who are only vaccine hesitant; these individuals might, in turn, relay such messages to those in anti-vaccination social media channels.\(^2\) Moderates who could influence WG members might be religious or political leaders or political pundits.

Addressing of Fears and Existential Threats

Underlying fears in the anti-vaccination and WG groups appear to be powerfully motivators for these groups. For anti-vaccination advocates, the fear rests on concerns about vaccine safety; for WG, that fear rests on a belief in the (perceived) existential threat to the white race. To the extent that interventions can address such fears, they might be able to limit the potential societal harms caused by both groups. Efforts that target those who are vaccine hesitant, for example, could address concerns by highlighting research on vaccine safety, the rigorous methods used in vaccine safety trials, or the alternative dangers that await those who are not vaccinated. Given that some WG conspiracists are willing to engage in rational debate and that successful persuasion requires

---

\(^1\) Influencer engagement programs have also been recommended as a strategy to counter violent extremism (Helmus and Bodine-Baron, 2017).

\(^2\) Some have not yet decided to commit to the anti-vaccine cause; others opt for some but not all vaccines; and still others prefer administering vaccines in a more gradual schedule than the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends.
using the intended audience’s values rather than the speaker’s values (Marcellino, 2015), it might be more persuasive and effective to address claims that minorities will annihilate whites than to attempt to promote themes of racial equality.
Data

Both our modeling effort and text analysis used the same social media data set: 150,000 samples across four types of conspiracy language and a baseline sample of “normal” non-conspiracy talk. To account for differences across various social media platforms, we collected data from multiple sources: Twitter; Reddit; a variety of online forums and blogs; and some single sources, such as the transcript of the “Plandemic” (2020) video.

Our data collection was conducted through the social media tracking company Brandwatch. This gave us access to archived content from multiple social media platforms, which we culled using queries in Boolean format and by filtering results in terms of location, time, language, and other criteria. For the purposes of this study, we queried for English only.

In consultation with Jigsaw, we selected four specific conspiracy theory topics: alien visitations, anti-vaccination content, COVID-19 origins, and WG. Our social media queries were driven by an iterative approach drawing on a qualitative media assessment. Table A.1 lists the search parameters and the final sample size obtained for each of the four queries.

In addition to an iterative search strategy, we used expert input for both the anti-vaccine and COVID-19 queries. We also used the news archive service Nexis Uni to search for the terms “coronavirus AND conspiracy,” limiting the dates to January 1, 2020, through April 12, 2020. Over 10,000 articles were returned, sorted by rel-
evance (as determined by Nexis Uni). From the top 50 items, we selected 11 articles that seemed the most pertinent. These articles were manually abstracted for any COVID-19–related conspiracy theories or myths mentioned in the text.

We found that not all of our search results were useful. Some were not relevant to the topic of interest (e.g., discussions of the television show *Roswell* as opposed to actual alien visitations). Others, although relevant, did not contain content from conspiracy theory proponents: Some were neutral in tone while others mocked or tried to debunk the theories. Brandwatch (undated) has a custom ML algorithm that allows users to provide many examples of the kinds of posts they want, which allowed us to further refine our collected social media data for genuinely conspiratorial material. Perhaps because of novelty, our COVID-19 search yielded conspiracy-relevant content without this additional ML refinement step.

The data thus obtained were downloaded from Brandwatch and further scrutinized by our team for quality control. This led to addi-
tional cleansing that narrowed the results significantly. First, we discarded any items containing fewer than 2 or more than 500 words. Tests of our model showed that its performance did not significantly improve with addition of documents exceeding 300-word tokens in length; the larger items thus would add computational strain without much benefit. Second, we discarded duplicate posts—for example, those resulting from retweets or bot activity. We also filtered out social media posts consisting solely of emojis or URLs or containing non-Latin characters and tags commonly used on Reddit to indicate sarcasm (“/s” and “/l/s”). Last, the research team’s human inspection of conspiracy speech patterns led to the addition of several filters that were developed while examining the data. For example, we discarded posts that included the use of quotation marks around the term white genocide and posts that used the word conspiracy, which was not used by actual conspiracy theory proponents.

Methodology

Literature Review Method

Approach

We first conducted a systematic review of the literature on conspiracy theories and social media as a way of placing the results of our quantitative analysis in proper context. For this review, we searched ten databases with a search string intended to gather articles addressing topics that focused on both conspiracy theories and social media.1 We also sought papers published after 2003. The specific search string was as follows:

(TITLE-ABS-KEY(conspira* OR “conspiracy theor*” OR “pseudosci*” OR {war on science} OR “anti-sci*” OR “antiscien*” OR “anti-vaxx*” OR “anti-vaccination” OR “white genocide” OR “white rights” OR “climate change denial” OR “climate change denier*” OR “global warming denial” OR “global warming

1 These databases were Pubmed, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Policy File, Proquest military, The Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, EBSCO Military Government Collection, Psychinfo, Academic Search Complete, Web of Science, and Scopus.
denier*” OR “holocaust denier*” OR “holocaust denial” OR “replacement theory” OR “replacement theology” OR “deep state” OR qanon OR “crisis actor*” OR {crisis acting} OR “flat earth”) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (“social media” OR reddit OR twitter OR “tweet*” OR facebook OR youtube OR instagram OR whatsapp OR tiktok) AND PUBYEAR AFT 2003)

This yielded a total of 328 papers. We then reviewed titles and abstracts for this data set and identified 166 articles that appeared to meet the study’s entry criteria, which was a focus on both conspiracy theories and social media, original data collection and analysis, and publication in a peer-reviewed journal. After a brief training session to promote interrater reliability, we coded the remaining 166 papers. Ordinarily, each paper would be reviewed by two independent raters who would then adjudicate differences in code application, but the limited scope and resources for this study resulted instead in the lead author reviewing the applied codes to ensure consistency in code applications. Ultimately, 108 studies qualified for this review.

It is important to caveat several limitations in the methods employed in this systematic review. Best practice for systematic reviews calls for the review of titles and abstracts to be conducted by two independent raters (Okoli, 2015). Likewise, researchers should employ two separate reviewers in analyzing and coding the research papers that make up the final systematic review database. In instances where the codings of the two reviews differ, they work together alongside a third researcher to adjudicate the differences. The scope and resources for this study did not permit dual codings.
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**Description of the Conspiracy Theory Literature**

The vast majority of the reviewed set of publications focused on analyzing social media data with a minority of reports employing survey methods, modeling, and case study analyses (Figure 3.1). Of the studies that examined social media data, 40 percent focused on analyzing Facebook data and 30 percent focused on analyzing Twitter data. The most common focus of these studies was on anti-vaccination conspiracy theories (Figure 3.3). Possibly reflecting the newfound interest in academia of disinformation and fake news, the vast majority of studies were published in 2019 with a steady rise in publications beginning in 2012 (Figure 3.4).

**Methods in the Conspiracy Theory Literature**

This section had 40 studies covering topics of health (vaccines, Zika, stem cells), various conspiracy theories, environment (climate change, fluoride), and fake news. Some form of text analysis (such as linguistic, stance, topic, or sentiment) conducted either through human or machine coding was the most common research method, as follows:

- text analysis: 26
- text and network: 5
- internet search: 3
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• text and video: 3
• statistical: 2
• text analysis (other): 1.

ML Methodology

BERT
The Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers is a novel language representation model developed at Google in 2018 (Devlin et al., 2019). BERT sets itself apart from previous deep language representation models in the way that its generalized bidirectional modeling uses word or token masking, leading to a more robust and context-sensitive representation. The BERT model used in this work is the uncased model with 12 transformer blocks, 12 self-attention heads, and hidden layer sizes of 768, amounting to 110 million total parameters. For inclusion in a hybrid model for predicting conspiracies, two additional dense layers are added to the base BERT model. BERT by itself is an extremely capable generalized language representation, but we believe that a more robust interpretable model of conspiracy can be developed by adding in domain knowledge, such as that of linguistic stance.

Stance Proxy Model
We used the stance enrichment feature of RAND-Lex to statistically describe each document in our social media data set. For this application, we used RAND-Lex to measure 119 linguistic stance variables using TF-IDF. Our hypothesis was that a generalized language representation, such as stance, can help model discourse because rhetorical function in language is stable. The RAND-Lex stance model maps input text documents to a 119-dimension vector representing the stance-taking content for each document. The components of the stance vector \( v \) range from \( 0 \leq v \leq 100 \), with any stance vector capable of taking multiple stances simultaneously and the possibility that a

4 For this study, we used the TensorFlow BERT base model (TensorFlow, undated).

5 RAND-Lex is RAND’s proprietary text and social media analysis software platform: a scalable cloud-based analytics suite with network analytics and visualizations, a variety of text-mining methods, and ML approaches. For example, see Kavanagh et al. (2019).
document takes no stances whatsoever giving a zero vector. Unfortunately, we cannot treat this as a multilabel classification; the relative magnitudes across stances are also important, and doing so would result in the loss of a significant amount of contextual information.

**Building a Proxy for Stance**

Our effort did not feature direct transfer of RAND-Lex’s stance dictionaries to Google. Instead, a proxy model was created, moving from the TF-IDF approach to a neural network embedding model. Our proxy RAND-Lex stance model was developed in Python version 3.7 using the Keras and TensorFlow libraries and is composed of an embedding layer of input length 300, input dimension 28,869, and output dimension 128, corresponding to the maximum document length of 300 tokens and vocabulary of 28,869 unique base words. The embedding layer was flattened and then fed into three consecutive dense layers. All layers have Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation functions. The final dense output layer has an output of 119, corresponding to the 119 stance components, and it uses a ReLU clipped at 100, thus satisfying the stance component value restrictions mentioned previously. Finally, because we are not dealing with probabilities and our problem is one of regression, the mean squared error is used as the loss function.

Training data for the proxy RAND-Lex model were cleaned with standard text-preparation techniques, such as removing emojis, most unicode characters, punctuation, and zero padding. We retain all stop words because they can provide context crucial to stance-taking. Capitalization of characters can provide a useful hook into describing emotion (and, potentially, intent of sarcasm), but we remove all capitalizations to reduce the complexity of this model. (Such analysis was outside the capabilities of RAND-Lex when we used it). To reduce redundant computations, the SentencePiece tokenization used by BERT is reused for input into the linguistic stance model (Kudo and Richardson, 2018).

The conspiracy data set comprises 150,000 social media documents (e.g., posts, comments, tweets) across all four conspiracy classes and one class of “normal” talk on social media, where each class is sampled equally at 30,000. This data set is then split 80–20 between train-
The fidelity of the proxy RAND-Lex stance model can be seen in Figure A.1, which illustrates how the predicted stance vectors are compared with an unseen set of test stance vectors. The average and standard deviation of the error across our stance vector is $2.7 + 2.3$ percent, with the stance component of ‘Numbers’ having the largest magnitude of error, at $8.5$ percent. However, what is most important about the fidelity of this model is not the regressed magnitudes of individual stance components but the relative contributions of each stance. When looking at the relative regressed magnitudes—that is, normalizing by the largest magnitude component—the error between the predicted and test stance vectors becomes $0.03 + 0.22$ percent. This is an important distinction: The stance magnitudes by themselves are somewhat arbitrary, but the linguistic stance content of one component relative to another component for the same input text is where our stance model will be most useful.

**Hybrid Conspiracy Model**

BERT by itself is an extremely capable language model that is suitable for many tasks, such as question answering and sentiment analysis. However, BERT does not provide much interpretability in performing these tasks, leaving the user with potentially no additional insight regarding the input text beyond the output probabilities. To provide some of that understanding, we developed a hybrid model using BERT with the proxy RAND-Lex stance model. This hybrid model is purpose-built for describing our four distinct conspiracy theories and their juxtaposition to normal social media discourse. Ideally, this hybrid model should have the contextual understanding of BERT while providing the descriptive stance-taking of RAND-Lex. An overview of the hybrid BERT+stance model can be seen in Figure A.2.

In training the hybrid conspiracy model, we had to ensure that the stance model remained unchanged because it had already been prepared through our replication of the RAND-Lex model. Therefore, for all training of the hybrid model, the underlying stance model was frozen with no gradient updates performed at any stage. For the BERT branch of our model, additional dense layers were added to perform task-specific transfer learning to our coarsest conspiracy data set,
and identifying conspiracy themes were weighted with more importance than whether the underlying data were actually describing and promoting a conspiracy. Eventually, the entire BERT branch was also frozen from gradient updates, and only dense layers downstream of

NOTES: The top image illustrates the average predicted stance component magnitudes (in red) relative to average RAND-Lex stance component magnitudes (in black). The text used for ensuring stance model fidelity is a distinct validation data set separate from the training data set. The bottom image illustrates the average relative error between the original and proxy model components where the average error is ~3 percent across all stance components.
Detecting Conspiracy Theories on Social Media

For the step of moving beyond detecting talk about conspiracy theories to expressing support of conspiracy theories, we place more emphasis on a smaller, high-quality subset of the data that we hand-selected as both describing and promoting conspiracy. An example presenting the difficulty in determining promotion of conspiracy among our four topics can be seen in Figure A.3. It should be noted that the BERT stand-alone model and the hybrid model are both trained to simultaneously predict the conspiracy topic and whether the comment is promoting a conspiracy theory. This style of multitask learning has

Figure A.2
Hybrid Model Overview

NOTES: This overview model diagram illustrates the hybrid BERT+stance model with input word identification tokenizations, word masking, and segment identifications (see Devlin et al., 2019). The model layers within the red region is the stand-alone BERT model used as a baseline comparison in the following performance results. The stance model (in gray) is frozen after having been trained against the RAND-Lex output and is only capable of providing inferences. The green and yellow dense pathways are trained against the topic and conspiracy targets, respectively, meaning that only those layers’ gradients are updated according to their targets. All layers prior to and including the hashed dense layer receive gradient updates from both the topic and conspiracy target back-propagations (neglecting the frozen stance model).

the BERT+stance concatenation layer were updated through gradient descent.
NOTES: The most noticeable improvement from the inclusion of stance (illustrated in the bottom row of matrices) appears to be a reduction in false positives; however, this resulted in higher false-negative predictions. The increase in false negatives hints at a subset of stance components that do not particularly describe conspiracy or non-conspiracy and are therefore common within both, thus creating a “noise floor” of incorrect predictions.
shown to be beneficial through a model leveraging hints provided by the simpler task (topic) to improve performance of the more difficult task (conspiracy promotion) (Ruder, 2017).

**Insights**

The pretrained BERT model by itself is an extremely powerful tool that has been successful in modeling discourse in social media (Dadu et al., 2020; Davidson, Bhattacharya, and Weber, 2019; Mozafari, Farahbakhsh, and Crespi, 2019). However, BERT lacks interpretability regarding why a social media comment might appear in both normal discourse and conspiracy discourse. We have shown that adding linguistic stance into a generalized language representation, such as BERT, can allow the leverage of some domain knowledge to develop a more robust model of conspiracy discourse in social media. More important, we have demonstrated that, although BERT is most likely capable of representing conspiracy language given significantly more computational or data resources, the inclusion of the stance model appears to bypass those requirements. Most notably, adding stance appears to increase the model’s ability to reject false positives. This is particularly useful when discriminating within topics, where factual discourse on a topic uses phrases, keywords, or sentiment that might overlap with conspiracy discourse, as occurred in our COVID-19 example. The use of stance in this way should not be exclusive to conspiracy research; it should be capable of providing insight to other important social media topics, such as hateful discourse or trolling behavior that can also be difficult to identify.

**Next Steps**

Future methods for improving the BERT and linguistic stance hybrid model should focus on larger, higher-quality training data sets across an even wider sampling of social media platforms (such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, 4chan, and others). One particular data quality
issue is the contamination of conspiracy discourse through sarcasm or quotation. Determining whether certain social media comments are sarcastic can be particularly confusing even for humans, especially without context of the greater conversation. Removal of sarcastic discourse could reduce the signal-to-noise ratio between conspiracy and non-conspiracy discussions, providing a much clearer view of the characteristic stance found in conspiracies propagated on social media.

Additionally, looking more broadly at social media platforms could provide a more robust stance profile of the conspiracies while providing a test for platform invariance. This could account for conspiracy discourse that presents itself differently across platforms (i.e., platforms that welcome conspiracy openly and those that require use of code or subtle probing for acceptance of an idea). Our research did not explore longitudinal drift in conspiracies, but it is our assumption that BERT might have difficulties in discriminating because conspiracy phrases or slang changes over time—whereas linguistic stance would be less dependent on the same phrases or terms being used. Additionally, many social media platforms rely on multimedia; for example, Twitter comments are quite often accompanied by images or videos. However, using all of this information for multimodal prediction is nontrivial. Therefore, identifying conspiracy promotion on certain platforms that are more dependent on multimedia, such as Twitter, could benefit from a multimodal model for conspiracy discrimination.

Finally, we think future work should address adversarial artificial intelligence. If social media platforms use improved text classification to lessen the harm of conspiracy theory content, it is quite possible that malign actors will seek to use algorithmic means to continue to spread them. In this sense, there is a possible arms race of defensive and offensive technology; therefore, we think that future work in this space must account for the possibility of machine means to scalably disguise or generate conspiracy theory content that fools defensive means but still communicates effectively to human readers.
Text Analysis Using Stance

In Chapter Two, we shared the results of a stance comparison analysis of the conspiracy theory data sets. For this task, we used RAND-Lex, RAND’s proprietary, in-house text analysis suite. Stance relies on contrasting word and phrase counts of several different language categories across texts to draw meaningful insights. These words and phrases are organized into 15 linguistic parent categories (including emotions, public values, academic language, and reporting). These are further subdivided into 119 linguistic characteristics (including apology, social responsibility, citing sources, and causality). For a complete list and examples of each linguistic category and characteristic, see Table B.1.
Table B.1  Definitions of Stance Variables and Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal perspective</td>
<td>Language from a subjective perspective, including our personal certainty, intensity, and temporal experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First person</td>
<td>Self-reference (e.g., first person—I, me, my, myself)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal disclosure</td>
<td>Self-reference (e.g., first person—I, me, my) combined with personal thought or feeling verbs (e.g., I think, I feel, I believe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal reluctance</td>
<td>First-person resistance in decisionmaking, (e.g., I am sorry that, I'm afraid that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autobiography</td>
<td>Self-reference (e.g., first person—I, me, my) combined with “have” or “used to,” signaling personal past (e.g., I have always, I used to)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal thinking</td>
<td>Words indicating the unshared contents of an individual mind (e.g., believe, feel, conjecture, speculate, pray for, hallucinate); a front row seat into someone else’s mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General disclosure</td>
<td>Disclosing private information (e.g., confess, acknowledge that, admit, let on that, let it slip that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty</td>
<td>E.g., “for sure,” “definitely”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>E.g., “maybe,” “perhaps”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Involved and committed to the ideas being expressed (e.g., very, fabulously, really, torrid, amazingly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediacy</td>
<td>E.g., “right now,” “now,” “just then”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective talk</td>
<td>Acknowledging that a perception is subjective/tentative (e.g., it seems, appears to be)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Temporality, including temporal perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective time</td>
<td>Experiencing time from the inside (e.g., seems like only yesterday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking ahead</td>
<td>Words indicating the future (e.g., in order to, look forward to, will be in New York)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting the future</td>
<td>Confident predictions, often using epistemic modals (e.g., we will, there will be)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking back</td>
<td>Mental leap to the past (e.g., used to, have been, had always wanted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past looks ahead</td>
<td>Presents what the future looked like from the vantage of the past (e.g., Lincoln was to look for the general who could win the war for him)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time shift</td>
<td>E.g., “next week,” “next month”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time duration</td>
<td>Temporal intervals (e.g., “for two years” “over the last month”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biographical time</td>
<td>Life milestones (e.g., “in her youth” “it would be the last time”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time date</td>
<td>E.g., “June 5, 2000”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Affective language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General positivity</td>
<td>Covers all positive emotion language (e.g., “joy,” “wonderful”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General negativity</td>
<td>Negative language that doesn’t fall into Anger, Fear, Sadness, Reluctance, or Apology (e.g., “that sucks,” “suicidal”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Words referencing anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Words referencing fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>Sadness (negative emotion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance</td>
<td>Resistance within the mind (e.g., regret that, sorry that, afraid that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology</td>
<td>E.g., “I’m sorry,” “I have failed”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive language</td>
<td>Descriptions of the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue</td>
<td>Dialogue cues (e.g., quote marks, “she said”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral talk</td>
<td>Oral register (e.g., “well,” “uh,” “um”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete properties</td>
<td>Words indicating concrete properties (e.g., pink, velvety) revealed by the five senses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete objects</td>
<td>Concrete nouns (e.g., table, chair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial relations</td>
<td>E.g., “nearby,” “away from”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene shift</td>
<td>Shifts in spatial location (e.g., “left the room,” “went outdoors”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>E.g., run, skip, jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal relationships</td>
<td>Text about/constructing the social world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promises</td>
<td>Words indicating a promise being made (e.g., promise, promised that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-person promises</td>
<td>Words indicating a promise being made by the speaker (e.g., “I promise,” “we promised that”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassure</td>
<td>Reassuring words (e.g., don’t worry, it’s okay).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce</td>
<td>Positive social reinforcement (e.g., “congratulations,” “good going”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledging</td>
<td>Words that give public notice of gratitude to persons (e.g., I acknowledge your help, thank you); acknowledgments without gratitude are in Apology and Concessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>Public notice of acceptance or agreement (e.g., I accept, I agree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social closeness</td>
<td>Language of social belonging, fellow feeling, or like-mindedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attribution</td>
<td>Positive attributions to people (e.g., “given credit for,” or “ability to”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social distancing</td>
<td>Negative/distant social relations (e.g., condemn, denounce, criticize)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative attribution</td>
<td>Negative attributions to people (e.g., “be unqualified for,” “oafish,” “psycho”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confront</td>
<td>To confront or threaten the addressee (e.g., “Let’s face it” “how dare you”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public values</td>
<td>Language about public virtue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public virtue</td>
<td>The positive, publicly endorsed values and standards of the culture (e.g., justice, happiness, fairness, “human rights”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovations</td>
<td>Significant discovery (e.g., breakthrough, cutting-edge, state-of-the-art)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public vice</td>
<td>Standards and behavior publicly rejected by the culture (e.g., injustice, unhappiness, unfairness, “civil rights violations”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social responsibility</td>
<td>The language of public accountability (e.g., to “take care of” our vets, or to “take on” Wall Street)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public language</td>
<td>Public sharing of talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumors and media</td>
<td>Words circulating over formal or informal media channels. Includes institutional networks but also rumor, gossip, buzz, and memes (distinct from “authority sources”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority sources</td>
<td>Public or institutional authorities, already familiar and respected in the culture (e.g., “founding fathers,” “the courts,” “the Prophet,” “duly authorized”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular opinions</td>
<td>Beliefs, ideas, and approaches circulating in the culture and well known. (e.g., “some hold that,” “others believe that,” “in the history of”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirming opinions</td>
<td>Agreeing with and supporting ideas that are already out in the culture and well known (e.g., “I recognize that,” “I agree with”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic language</td>
<td>Academic register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract concepts</td>
<td>E.g., “gross amount,” “money,” “evolutionary theory”; includes Latinate/Hellenic (tion, sion, ment, ogy, logy) suffixes and other patterns indicating abstract general concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicator role</td>
<td>Formal communication situation (e.g., “speaker” “listener” “audience”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic references</td>
<td>References to language (e.g., noun, verb, adjective, play, novel, poem, prose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citing precedent</td>
<td>Referencing a chain of historical decisions to which you can link your own ideas (e.g., has long been; has a long history)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citing sources</td>
<td>External sources (e.g., “according to,” “sources say,” “point out that”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undermining sources</td>
<td>Citation that hints at a biased or deficient source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countering sources</td>
<td>Citation used to counter a previous statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculative sources</td>
<td>Citation of a source that is guessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoritative source</td>
<td>Citation of a source that knows (e.g., “support that”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contested source</td>
<td>Citation of a source in a debate (“argue for,” “content that”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacking sources</td>
<td>Citation attacking a previous source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation</td>
<td>Use of quotations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metadiscourse</td>
<td>Navigational guides through the stream of language (e.g., to clarify, just to be brief, this paper will argue, my purpose is)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>Logic and argument language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason forward</td>
<td>Chain of thought moving forward from premise to conclusion, cause to effect (e.g., thus, therefore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason backward</td>
<td>Words indicating a chain of thought moving backward from conclusion to premise, effect to cause (e.g., because, owing to the fact, on the grounds that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct reasoning</td>
<td>Words that initiate and direct another’s reasoning (e.g., suppose that, imagine that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting reasoning</td>
<td>Words indicating support or evidence for a reasoning process that you or someone you are citing has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency</td>
<td>Words indicating contingency (e.g., if, possibly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial</td>
<td>“Not” or other negative elements in front of an assertion, denying what a listener or reader might believe (e.g., “not what you think”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concessions</td>
<td>Acknowledging weaknesses in one’s own position or the strengths in the position of an opponent, (e.g., although, even if, it must be acknowledged)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>Opposition or struggle between competing ideas, events, forces, or groups (e.g., “veto,” “counterargument,” “military operations against”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions</td>
<td>Linguistic interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curiosity</td>
<td>Involving the audience in a common line of thinking (e.g., what then shall we make of?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>The use of questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future question</td>
<td>The use of questions that start with the epistemic modal “will” to indicate the question pertains to a future state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal query</td>
<td>The use of survey-type queries (“if so, when,” or “do you know”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention grab</td>
<td>Summoning another’s attention (e.g., let us, I advise you, I urge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your attention</td>
<td>Summoning the attention of a second person “you” (e.g., “look, you”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You reference</td>
<td>The use of words referencing a second person “you” (you see it’s good).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request</td>
<td>The use of words that make requests (e.g., I request)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up</td>
<td>Referencing a previous interaction (e.g., in response to your, per your last message)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>The use of words indicating generic feedback to another (e.g., “okay”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive feedback</td>
<td>Words indicating positive feedback (e.g., that’s very good, very nice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative feedback</td>
<td>The use of words indicating negative feedback (e.g., that’s awful, that’s crummy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior knowledge</td>
<td>Indicating that ideas under discussion are already public and familiar (e.g., “as you know”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>Adding details or explication to talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>Indicating generalizations to members of a class (e.g., all, every)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Indicating an example (e.g., “for example”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptions</td>
<td>Exception to general states (e.g., “an exception,” “the only one to”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Indicating conceptual similarity and difference, like “more” or “fewer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resemblances</td>
<td>The use of words indicating perceptual similarity, (e.g., resembles, looks like).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifiers</td>
<td>Indicating more-specific or restricted information is to come (e.g., in particular, more specifically).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Indicating definitions (e.g., is defined as, the meaning of the term)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td>The use of words indicating numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Reporting states, events, and changes, as well as reporting causal sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting states</td>
<td>Using verbs “is” “are” and “be” to report constant states of information, along with other reporting verbs (e.g., is carried by, is housed in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting events</td>
<td>Reporting event information, usually with verbs (e.g., established, instituted, influenced).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring events</td>
<td>The use of words reporting event recurrence over time (e.g., again, recurred)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic events</td>
<td>Reporting events that repeat over time through processes of biology, culture, and convention (e.g., sleeping, playing, working, relaxing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>Sequential processes unfolding over time (e.g., first, second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature process</td>
<td>Mature sequential processes, now in its late or advanced stages of development (e.g., “so thoroughly,” “well into”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causality</td>
<td>The causes of sequences unfolding over time (e.g., “the aftereffects,” “because of,” “by means of”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequence</td>
<td>The consequences in sequences unfolding over time (e.g., “resulting in,” “significant effects”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>E.g., “broke off,” “came true,” “metamorphize”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution</td>
<td>E.g., “in exchange for,” “in place of”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updates</td>
<td>Reporting an update (e.g., “have now,” “announced that”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precedent setting</td>
<td>The use of words reporting historical “firsts”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directions</td>
<td>Directions and guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperatives</td>
<td>Imperative verbs (usually beginning a sentence (e.g., “need to respond by” “Stop” “Take your”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Procedures to perform (e.g., “go back to step” “use only”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body movement</td>
<td>Physical directions to the body (e.g., clasp, grab, twist, lift up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmed experience</td>
<td>Confirmation of a just-taken instructional step (e.g., “as you see” “now you will”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error recovery</td>
<td>How to recover from error (e.g., “should you get lost” “if that doesn’t work”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insistence</td>
<td>Insistence, either on action (e.g., you need to come) or on reasoning (e.g., you need to consider). Hallmarks of insistence language are the modals “must” “should” “need” and “ought”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition</td>
<td>E.g., “ought not” “should never”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RAND-Lex’s stance analysis module allows human text analysts to compare text corpora through statistical tests (i.e., Tukey’s Honest Statistical Difference). In addition, analysts can run principal component analysis to infer latent structure in texts from statistically significant covariance of language features.\(^1\) Stance comparison combines machine-reading of text with human interpretation of feature-rich examples of patterns in text data. For example, our stance comparison showed that use of concrete properties—sense words, such as green,

\(^1\) RAND-Lex’s stance comparison uses two main statistical tests: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Tukey’s Honest Statistical Difference and principal component analysis. Tukey’s test compares significantly different means from ANOVA for pairwise comparisons between one corpus and another. Principal component analysis is a kind of data reduction that shows just what variables help distinguish data sets, including covariance of language features. This approach can expose latencies, such as rhetorical or argument strategies.

Table B.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrative verbs</td>
<td>The use of past-ed verbs indicating the action of a story (e.g., came, saw, conquered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asides</td>
<td>Side comments or return from one (e.g., “by the way” “anyway”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>Characters in the social and physical world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person pronoun</td>
<td>Pronouns (e.g., he, she) indicating persistent topical reference to people, especially in narrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral attribution</td>
<td>She/he/they attributions without positive or negative assessment (e.g., “he works” “she testified” “they vanished”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal roles</td>
<td>Referencing a person’s formal occupational and identity roles (e.g., “butcher” “African American” “veteran”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue cues</td>
<td>E.g., “he added” “piped up”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral cues</td>
<td>E.g., “you guys” “ROFL”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The 119 stance categories in RAND-Lex are derived from a rhetorical taxonomy of language developed by CMU, representing an expert dictionary with many millions of entries—the example words or phrases and descriptions provided here are meant to help illustrate each of the 119 stances measured.
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soft, or blazing hot—was a defining feature of WG talk. RAND-Lex allows analysts to quickly dive into many examples of text with a given feature for human understanding, in this case (perceived) racial categories: “white women” and “brown people.”

We conducted stance comparisons for the four tested communities using the same data set used in our modeling effort: alien visitation anti-vaccination content, COVID-19 origins, and WG. We compared these groups with each other and with a baseline collection of “normal” Twitter talk. The conspiracy collections contain not only Twitter posts but also blogs and other online posts, so the baseline corpus that is drawn only from Twitter is not a perfect comparison. However, it is a useful comparison: Twitter was a major contributor to each conspiracy collection.

Using Feature Importance to Better Understand How Our Model Detects Conspiracy Theories

The previous section laid out stance variables and stance comparison in detail. These same stance variables used in our text analysis were also used as features in our model building. Stance is an interpretable taxonomy of language moves with a human-manageable number of variables; thus, it supports human interpretation of ML models. We leverage this by outputting the relative importance of each stance feature. For example, anti-vaccination talk is most strongly detected in our model (relative to normal discourse) using public vices—the bad things we want to avoid in the public sphere, such as liability, injury, or death. Likewise, WG conspiracy talk was most strongly signaled in our model by first-person constructions—for example, me, I, and my. These are not only powerful features for ML classification, they help us understand what is distinct and thus potentially meaningful about a given conspiracy theory’s rhetorical moves.

We wish to emphasize that our analysis in Chapter Two of the rhetorical characteristics of different conspiracy theories is distinct from the description here of the rhetorical features that our model uses to detect conspiracy theory language from normal discourse. The former is based on a statistical analysis of significant differences among the various conspiracy theories (i.e., how conspiracy theory X functions in
contrast to other conspiracy theories). Here, we are asking what features an ML model can use to detect conspiracy theory talk and support.

Figures B.1 through B.4 show the top ten most-important stance features in the model for each type of conspiracy talk when compared with normal social media discourse. The error bars in each figure show the standard deviation for two populations (e.g., aliens and normal) which is then used to calculate the standard error of the relative ratio (i.e., \( X_{Aliens}/X_{normal} - 1 \)). This is calculated:

\[
\sigma_f \approx \left| f \right| \sqrt{\left( \frac{\sigma_A}{A} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_B}{B} \right)^2 - 2 \frac{\sigma_{AB}}{AB}}
\]

Where

\[ f = A/B - 1 \]

\[ A = \text{Aliens} \]

\[ B = \text{Normal}. \]

**Figure B.1**

Aliens Language Category Stance Importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance content relative to normal (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social distancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social closeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public vice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: This figure presents a within-corpus comparison of the distribution of stance categories for alien visitation discourse relative to a normal discourse data set, showing the most statistically significant stance components that differ from normal discourse seen in social media.
Figure B.2
Anti-Vaccination Language Category Stance Importance

NOTE: This figure presents a within-corpus comparison of the distribution of stance categories for anti-vaccination discourse relative to a normal discourse data set, showing the most statistically significant stance components that differ from normal discourse seen in social media.
Figure B.3
COVID-19 Language Category Stance Importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance Category</th>
<th>Stance Content Relative to Normal (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting states</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public vice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public virtue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your attention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: This figure presents a within-corpus comparison of the distribution of stance categories for COVID-19 discourse relative to a normal discourse data set, showing the most statistically significant stance components that differ from normal discourse seen in social media.
NOTE: This figure presents a within-corpus comparison of the distribution of stance categories for WG discourse relative to a normal discourse data set, showing the most statistically significant stance components that differ from normal discourse seen in social media.
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Conspiracy theories circulated online via social media contribute to a shift in public discourse away from facts and analysis and can contribute to direct public harm. Social media platforms face a difficult technical and policy challenge in trying to mitigate harm from online conspiracy theory language. As part of Google’s Jigsaw unit’s effort to confront emerging threats and incubate new technology to help create a safer world, RAND researchers conducted a modeling effort to improve machine-learning (ML) technology for detecting conspiracy theory language. They developed a hybrid model using linguistic and rhetorical theory to boost performance. They also aimed to synthesize existing research on conspiracy theories using new insight from this improved modeling effort. This report describes the results of that effort and offers recommendations to counter the effects of conspiracy theories that are spread online.